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Insiae I Coyotes sink to Seasiders

in Pacific Regional finals
By Brian Short
Staff Writer

PAGE 4
CSUSB students got
a sneak peek at the
new movie "Friday
After Next" at
Cinema Star Theater

MultiCultural

The BYU-Hawaii Seasiders
defeated the CSUSB Coyotes in the
championship game of the Pacific
Regional tournament at Coussoulis
arena on Saturday night in front of
1,050 enthusiastic fans.
Home court advantage was not
good enough for the No.l seeded
Coyotes as the Seasiders handed
Cal State there first home loss of
the season in four games 30-19,2130, 30-26, and 30-25.
The Coyotes title match woes
continued as they lost their third
consecutive Pacific Regional title
match.
After the game CSUSB head
coach Kim Cherniss said, "Our
team was relaxed and focused on
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Robert Whitehead/CSUSB
All-Tournament mtddte-blocker Km Morohunfola smashes one of her'16 kills against BYV- Hawaii.
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World War II NavajoAmerican Windtalkers
shared their stories with
CSUSB students
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Carol Dixon reveals all
about Coussoulis Arena
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The cons of the newly
created Information
Awareness Office

Students and faculty speak out against war
By Karia Buchanan
News Editor
Sate Assembly member John
Longville, various musical artist
and local speakers came together on
the Cal State San Bernardino
campus on Nov. 20 to express their
anti-war feelings.
This rally was organized by
students with nearly 100 students
and faculty in attendance.
Wage Peace, a new student
group forming on campus,
organized the rally. The group
consists of concerned
students who wish to
educate the rest of the
campus community
about the hazards of
going to war.
Preparation for the
rally began about three
weeks ago with group
members plastering the
campus with anti-war
propaganda
and
advertisement for the
rally. Even on the day of
the event. Wage Peace
began with enticing
students to attend the
rally
by
yelling
advertisements in front
of Pfau Library.
The rally was
kicked off in the Student

Union at noon with a performance
by Chris Thayer of the Chris Thayer
band. The first speake/ was CSUSB
student Jesse Henderson followed
by Ed Gomez, a lecturer from San
Bernardino Valley College. The
rally then took flight by marching
from the Student Union to the
flagpole and ending back at the
courtyard.
Once back in the courtyard,
events continued with speaker Julie
Tilton, also a lecturer from SBVC.
Up next was Bob Lien, a CSUSB
Professor, followed by Urban

Orphans, a group of inner city
youth sponsored by the Central City
Lutheran Mission. The grbup
performed several poetic pieces
that expressed their feelings
concerning war and the need to
avoid it.
Assembly member Longville
came to the microphone next. He
spoke past wars and their affect on
the American people. He also
spoke about the dysfunction of
fighting a war against a people who
are defenseless.
"It's a lie that the war is going

to make things better," shared
Longville, "This kind of policy...
almost inevitably has come back to
bite us."
The rally concluded with a
performance by Ben Stewart, of
Conspiracy of Thought. CSUSB
President A1 Kamig was invited to
the event by the organizers but did
not attend.
Immediately following
the rally was a Teach-in in the
lower commons where various
topics where discussed at length.
Heading the discussions were
CSUSB
faculty
members Susan Finsen,
Rosalind Bresnahan, and
Salaam Yousif. The
Teach-in was attended
by an additional 100
students
who
participated in the
discussions.
"Overall the
event was extremely
successful. I feel we
proved to the campus
and the community that
people
do
care,"
concluded
CSUSB
student Mathew Taylor,
one of the organizers of
the event, "This event
signifies only the
Rodrigo Pena/San Bernardino SUN
beginning of what is to
Rally-goers niarch through campus chanting for Peace not War
come from the students."

Professors showcase new technology
By Tara Wallace
Staff Writer
CSUSB professors Paul Dixon
and Timothy Usher explained thennew invention at the technology
showcase, sponsored by Cal State
and Core 21, a non-profit organi
zation of the Inland Empire, on No
vember 14.
This invention is called the NIELVIS (Educational Laboratory
Virtual Instrument Suite). It
teaches students how to design and
measure circuits. This device is
very economically priced com
pared to its previous equipment in
this field. The device is expected
to retail at about $1,200 next year
in comparison to its competitors
that sell for around $10-15,(K)0, ac
cording to Klaus Brasch, the execu
tive director of the campus' Office
of Research Development and pro
fessor of biology.
The NI-ELVIS allows students
to greatly expand their learning
possibilities by being portable.
This unit can be converted into a
laptop size for easy learning and ac
cessibility for graphical program
ming students with future possibili
ties ranging from biomedicine to
biochemistry.
This showcase was co-spon-,
sored by CSUSB and Core 21, a
non-profit organization of the In
land Empire. The event was ftr

Photo courtesy of Caroline Smith
Award winning professors show off their plaques.
L-R: Brash, President Kamig, Usher, Concepcion, Dixon, Smith
showcase of inventions in order to
promote the licensing of new tech
nology and ideas growing in the
area.
There were several guest
speakers at this showcase. They
include; CSUSB President Albert
Karnig, David Smith, Arturo
Concepcion, Paul Dixon, Timothy
Usher, Klaus Brasch, John O'Brien,
and Lorraine Donaldson.
Braschdescribes the

how great the faculty we have here
on campus is." He claims that tech
nology is-important because, "It
benefits the local economy and lets
them get a piece of the action."
Professors, Dixon and Usher,
along with Concepcion, received
plaques at this showcase for their
continued hard efforts in the tech
nology field. They have also been
awarded a $498,(X)0 grant from the

The showcase covered many
fields of technology and it exam
ined new and beneficial areas not
only for the college campuses but
also the Inland Empire in general.
Another concept introduced at
this showcase by Concepcion from
CSUSB's department of computer
science, is advanced software man
agement tools and design programs
with application potential in many
areas. These multi-purpose tech
nologies will make assembly man
agement totally workable with
nothing other than the internet as a
tool.
The fore-mentioned Core 21
was co-founded by CSUSB and is
an integrated partnership of the San
Bernardino and Riverside areas
Universities and Colleges. The pur
pose of this organization is to as
sist existing and startup companies,
focus and stimulate individual en
trepreneurs, and support faculty at
Inland Empire Universities and
Colleges with new technological
endeavors.
According to Smith, Chairman
and CEO of Core 21, "This organi
zation is a collaboration among
campuses to generate jobs and also
to promote economic health."
For more information about
Core 21, upcoming events, or tech
nology related inquiries at CSUSB,
check out: www.core21.ore or

CSUSB communication
students are X-posed
By Desiree HuiUer

Staff Writer

Desiree Hunter/Chronicle
Students gel information from the U.S. Customs booth
By Desired Hunter

Staff Writer
On November 15 the Career
Development Center and the
Water Resources Institute
sponsored a Government Job and
Internship Fair in the Student
Union Events Center.
More than 40 federal, state,
county and city agencies attended.
The event was the first one of its
kind at Cal State San Bernardino.
Organizers, expectations
were surpassed when more than
2,0(K3 job seekers attended the
event
A variety of organizations
attended in hopes of sparking
student's interest in their field.
Possible employers ranged from
federal to local. They included the
Centra! Intelligence Agency,
Drug Enforcement Agency,
California National Park Service,
San Bernardino County Sheriff
Department, San Bernardino

Probation, and all branches of the
military,
CSUSB senior Glen
Cummings attended the fair
prepared with his resume and
dressed in professional attire. He
made sure to visit the booths for
the CIA and FBI, he said.
"1 feel like I'm leaving this
job fair with more knowledge
than I had coming in," said
Cummings, who will graduate in
December. "It was great."
"We are considering doing it
again because it was so well
attended," said Toni Garcia, an
administrative support assistant at
the center, "The Career
Development Center's goal is to
provick a connection between the
community and the students for
career opportunities."
Located on the third floor in
University Hall, the Career Center
provides various services such as
resume
critiques,
mock
interviews, and car^r testing.

right time - there's a lot to keep

Anheuser-Busch and
National Fish and
Wildlife Foundation
Scholarhsip Available
Anheuser-Busch and the
National Fish and Wildlife
Foundation
are seeking
applicants for this year's
Budweiser
Conservation
Scholarship Program.
The scholarship program
supports
and
promotes
innovative research and/or stuc
that responds i
pressing conservatiOifWsl
Under the program,
deserving students to cover
direct expenses related to their
tuition, fees, books, room and
board and other costs relied to
their studies.
Students cai^ ~ access^
complete information and
applications for the Budweisw
Conservation Scholarship
Program from www.nfwf.org, OT
ally, http://
budschotarsh'ip .Vilm.
The deadline for submitting
applications and supporting
documentaticnrf
2003.

December Graduation

This quarter" students 'did
^hlurday, Dec. 7 at Coussoulis
It took one class to convince segments on Venice beach, offArena.
Robert Campbell to declare a roading, local restaurants, rock
The keynote speaker is
climbing and even eateries in Las
major: Communications 444A.
Leon Panetta, a former
"I've been undeclared since I Vegas. Professor Mike Wichman
Congressman and former White
the
course.
started going to school here," said taught
House Chief of Staff in the
X-posed will air on Channel 3,
Campbell, who is a junior. "After
Clinton Administration.
taking this class though, I'm going but students interested in seeing the
This is the second year for
to declare communications as my shows can also stop by the studio,
the December graduation,
located in room 025 in University
major."
created so students would not
a
l
l
.
Comm 444A is the Advanced H
have to wait until June to
Students enrolled in Comm.
Communication Practicum where
participate in a ceremony.
students produce, direct and star in 444A must first take a series of
The Ceremony will be Web
classes beginning with Comm. 245,
a television show.
cast live and is acce^ible from
This quarter the show was Introduction to TV & Video
the university Web site at
called X-posed and students created Production - which is only offered
www.csusb.edu.
it from scratch, putting together all fall quarter - and other production
of the regiona; segments, graphics, courses as pre-requisites.
Styx to Perform
But for those aspiring
audio,
etc.
Classic Rock band Styx,
During the quarter the students directors, there are other ways to
iwho had two hits in the 1970s
completed five 30-minute shows get experience in the film industry
iiand 1980s, will perform live at
that will be aired on Channel 3 while waiting for the production
Coussoulis Arena on December
starting during finals week, said classes to be offered on campus.
12.
"If you're interested in
senior
Rich
Spencer.
Tickets are available
"It's kind of cool when you put production, my suggestion is to
through Ticket M^ter and at the
together your own show," he said. work any chance you get. There are
arena.
"You start off with nothing and at a lot of independent films being
the end you've got a show - it's an shot around this area and there are
210 Freeway F-xtenslon
form." sites like www.backstagewest.com
art
It's also a lot of work.
^ where you can get postings about
The 14 mile 210 Freeway
One of the six-minutei shoots," said Spencer, who owns
extension linking Interstate 15
segments was actually cut down his own production company,
with the 210 in San Dimas was
from 12-hours of filming, said SpenTech Productions. "Basically
scheduled to open Sunday. It is
Diana Baz, the class' assistant you work for free, but you're
hoped that the freeway, which
e
d
i
t
o
r
. getting experience and that's really
been in the plans for decades,
"So much is going on," she what counts."
For
mor
e
information
will
alleviate traffic congestion
said of directing a show. "You have
regarding
the
class,
student
may
on
Interstate 10 and the .60
to make sure the camera angles are
contact
the
Communications
Dept.
Freeway.
correct, that people come in at the
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Life is all fun and games
By Desiree Hunter
Staff Writer
Lesley North knows a little
somethin' about game shows.
She's been a contestant on
Family Feud, Shop 'Till You Drop,
Supermarket Sweet and Taboo. In
a couple of weeks, North will be
auditioning for the Pyramid show
hosted by Donny Osmond on
K
C
A
L
.
"It's a lot fun," said North.
"The best shows are the ones where
you win without actually winning.
That way if you lose, you don't feel
as bad."
The Riverside resident knows
a thing or two about winning too.
She went on Family Feud with
her family two years ago and they
won the $10,000 grand prize. Her
share of the winnings was enough
to put a down payment on a brand
new silver Mustang.
North and her husband went on

Shop 'Till You Drop together.
Though they didn't win the grand
prize, they did take home wireless
phones worth more than $250 each.
They've also won motorized scooters and $300 gift certificates as con
solation prizes.
One of the most important fac
tors about being a game show con
testant is enthusiasm. North said.

Another big part is a simple one knowing the rules of the game.
"The producers will go over
the rules maybe once in the begin
ning," she explained. "But they
expect you to know how the game
is played and what's going on. They

~Games continued on
page 17

Desiree Uunler/Chronicle
Lesley North shows off her Mustang

Police Reports
November 18
Incident: Residential Bui^lary
At approximately 8^51 p.m.
officers responded to Serrano
Village Apartment 6 regarding an
attempted residential burglary.
A CSUSB resident student said
someone entered her unsecured

video game without permission.
Staff had not properly secured the
building prior to closing for the
evening.

Disposition: Report taken, referred
to investigations

November 20
Incident:

Possession

of

[ hallwsyttabratid qpepac^. ^rOuana
im ilftnlintnf^i
invruder was startled by her to the Residential Halls, building 6,
presence and left the apartment on a report of a strong odor of
marijuana.
without taking any property.
iThe unknown intruder, black
After further investigation, a
male adult, was last seen running small amount of marijuana and
down the hall and around the drug paraphernalia was located
inside the room.
hallway
<n: /te^WTtMi^S^f^rred

to investigations

November 19

Disposition: Report taken; student
advised; marijuana and drug
paraphernalia confiscated

November 21

Incident: Commercial Burglary
At approximately 6:19 a.m.
officers responded to the CSUSB
Fitness Center regarding a report of
a burglary. Unknown suspect{s)
entered the building and took a

Incident: Obscene Phone Calls
At 10:00 a.m. a police officer
was dispatched to the Presidents
office where several obscene phone
calls were received

Incident: Possessionof a Weapon
At 12:41 p.m. a police officer
wad dispatched to the Social
Behavioral Science building,
regarding a non-student with a
fixed blade knife.

Disposition: Under investigation

Disposition:
Report taken

Health Check-up"
Be prepared for flu season
The Cai State San Bernardino Student Health Center was out in force with
the Flu Shot Mobile inticing students and faculty to get their flu shots. Health
Center employees parked in front of the Student Union offering flu shots to
anyone walking by.
Flu shots will be available in the Student Health Center between 9-10 a.m.
and 2-3 p.m. until the end of November. The cost is $5 for students and $10for
faculty and staff.
For more information contact the Student Health Center at 909-5241.

I
Homeland security, but no unemployment security
j The 107"" Congress adjourned for the year on Friday after giving the

I President what he wanted: the creation of the Department of Homeland
I Security. The measure will be combining the Customs Services, Coast
Guard and 20 other organizations into a single cabinet level department
I for monitoring and fighting against terror. Officials reported from the
I White House that Bush plans to si^ the bill by Monday.
' However, Congress failed to prevent almost Imiilion people from
I losing their unemployment benefits after the holidays by 'loosing' the
I money.
I
A1 Oaeda Operative put on Blast
I Abd Al-Rahim al-Nashiri has been reported to be telling all, or at least
j giving some very valuable information about terrorist cells, and possible
I terrorist plots. He is thought to be one of the head operatives for the
I A1 Qaeda network. Although the government has not gone into great
I detail as to what he is sharing, they do say that he has already provided
. them with enough information to enable the FBI to warn about possible
I attacks on ships ports and naval bases.
Scientist gets a "Hot" Doe
I Recently in London a 50-year-old scientist had to seek medical
I attention for a bum he had received on penis. He says that he
I remembers having a slight burning feeling while he was typing a
I report but he thought nothing of it. When he had finished his report
I he went to check himself out and noticed that his private area was
I irritated and had some redness. He sought the aid of a doctor and a
I couple days later the blisters he had broke became infected and then
I scabbed. After a week or so after the scientist, who was not
identified, was supposedly "healing quite rapidly."
The scientist's doctor said that the computer manual had specific
• instructions that said to not leave the computer in direct contact with
1 the skin, but, according to the scientist, he had been wearing underwear
I as well as trousers at the time of the incident.

I

Disposition: under investigation

Medical Aid
At 2:48 p.m.
a police officer
was dispatched
to the University
Hall building,
regarding
a
student having
an
epileptic
seizure. The San
Bernardino
C o u n t y
Paramedics
treated
the
student.

r—^GRbD-N£WS-BEyVT-—

I university filed a lawsuit against a pom company. The suit, which is
j with Shane Enterprises, was made because the campus feared that there
j might have been students who were manipulated and tricked into
performing in the video. Shane Enterprises contends that ail the
"models" are over the age of 18 and had signed waivers that allowed
them to exhibit their talents. Indiana University alumnus Tom Corbeit
says "The University could be fueling their fire by devoting excessive
resources and manpower to the investigation." Despite the controversy,
the video will be released by the end of this year.

a graduate degree costs too much?

Cal Baptist's
Graduate
Degree
Prograias
Master of Business
Administration
Master of Science in
Counseling
Psychology
Masters Degrees
in Education
Master of Arts
in English
Education Credential
Programs
Cal Baptist also offers
undergradusts degree
programs in more than
20 areas.

Yazmin Alvarez/Chronicle
CSUSB student Michelle Shader gets
her jlu shot

Indiana University gives an F grade to the porn industry

I Recently Bloomington Indiana was put into a shock as the local

Here's a great
investment
tqi: Cal Baptist.
A graduate degree is
supposed to pay
dividends for a lifetime —
but not all graduate degrees are
created equal. At Cal Baptist, you can
count on personalized
attention from talented faculty,
widely recognized graduate programs,
and an ethical focus that distinguishes
you from the crowd. So don t think of
your Cal Baptist graduate degree as
money out of pocket. It's more like
money in the bank.

GallMBQjsl
u « I ¥ E R s IT r
84 3 2 Magnolia Auenua
aiHrslde, Calltoriila 9 2 5 04
1.877.228.8877
1.908.343.4248

Yazmin Alvarez/Chronicle
The Flu Shot Mobile
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(Roving (Reporter
] Wfiat are you doing over tfie
dofiddy season^
By Joshua Burnett
Slajf Writer

Name: Audrey Rojo
Major: Liberal Studies
Year: Junior
"I will do a lot of normal
things like go to work and ;
church. I also will get to go
snowboarding for the first ^
time and go to San Francisco
to visit my toyftied's grand
parents."

- Name: Fernando Gonzalez
. Major; Criminal Justice
5 Year: Junior
"I'll be working as a R.A. on
.. campus and on w^kends,
d I'll go home and work as a
D.J.

Year: Senior
*T'ra going to do a lot of
traveling, a lot of eating airf a'
lot more eating, work off die
fat from ail that eating."

T'm ^ing to graduate this quar-f
ler and go to Alabama on a holi-|
Iday extravaganza and attend a|
icouple of Christmas parties."|

Name: Luis Aivarado
Major: Business
Year: Junior
plan on catching up on
some much needed sleep, visit ;
my ^andparents and get ready
for New Year's Eve."

I On SefiaCf of tde Cdonkfe staff Have
i a Merry Christmas and a safe idew [
• Year's. We foohforwardto seeing you j
aCC around camyus next year. ]

Friday Afe Friday Ato ?
By Teresita Sosa

Scene Editor
A special screening of the
Friday After Next was shown
exclusively for the CSUSB
campus at the Cinema Star
Theaters in San Bernardino on
Tuesday, Nov. 19.
Ice Cube and co-star Mike
Bpps return in Friday After Next,
the latest hit in the Friday film
series.
In this film, Craig and DayDay
return
to
the
old
neighborhood and are in the
Christmas spirit until Santa Clause
pays them an unexpected visit. He
takes all of their gifts along with
the rent money they have stashed
away in a stereo speaker.
Due to their unfortunate
situation, Craig and Day-Day are
forced to get jobs as unarmed
security guards at a local strip
mall.They do this to make some
quick cash to pay their rent by
midnight onChfistm^ Eve; before
their landlady's recently paroled
son pays them an unwanted visit.
The Student Union Program
Board collaborated with New Line
Cinema to bring this sneak
preview to Cal State. 800 tickets
were given to the board with the
expectmicy of only 400 showing,

Courtesy of www.fridayqfternext.com
Day-Day and Craig

screening was packed with laughs,
some people still feel there is
nothing better than the original.
"It was good but nothing beat
the first one," says Brick
Paddington.
Daphny Lazarus agrees, but
she also has a slight difference in
opinion. "It was a really good
movie, better than the last one. I
was laughing all the way through."
Regardless of the students
opinions, the screening was a great
success given that it was on a
Tuesday night. There were no
problems throughout the event and
everyone seemed to enjoy
themselves.
The Friday After Next, xmas
in the hood opens in theatres on
Friday, November 22.

which is what successfully
happened. Posters advertising the
event were posted up weeks before
the viewing aimouncing where the
free tickets could be picked up.
Transportation to and from the
Cinema Star theaters was provided,
but many people drove
their own vehicles.
After the movie
members of the
Student Union Board
handed out promotion
posters and flyers.
"As the students
walked out of the
theatre, we knew it
was a success because
they were all talking
about it and laughing,"
says David Adams, a
Belinda Adame/Chonicle
SUPB member.
Cinema Star in San Bernardino.
Although
the

-

Bringing in the New Year
By Janna Preston

Staff Writer
New Year's Eve is right
around the cwner. Wial will you
be doing?
If you prefer going local,
you can celebrate the New Year
with the Inland Symphony
Guild's Eighth Annual New
Year's Eve Gala at the Radisson
Hotel in San Bernardino.
You could check out the
local clubs and bars within San
Bernardino for a more casual
coming of the New Year.
New Year's fireworks.
If you are a bit more
energetic and want to go to L.A. you party will feature .38 Special, Big Bad
are sure to find plenty of parties aiuJ Voodoo Daddy, Dazz Band and Love
events will help ring in the New Year. Shack. Plus a light and sound dance
If you don't mind traveling a bit for a party spectacular.
great New Years celebration, the
"Jackson Square New Year's Eve
following is a list of some of the best Celebration," may be your theme
New Year's events in our nation.
instead in New Orleans, Louisiana.
'Capital New Year," in St Paul, With festive crowds, fireworks and even
a ball drop. But, if you prefer to stay
Minnesota may be your kind of fun
while you catch more than 125 more on the west coast, Seattle,
poforrriances on 25 indoor and heated Washington offers a firewcnks show diat
outdoor stipes. Or, maybe you would shoots off the top of the Space Needle
rather prefer attending "First Ni^t
at midnight.
Also, don't forget the most famous
Boston," in Boston, Massachusetts.
The largest New Year's Eve of all "New Year's Eve Times Square
celebration in North America that is Ball Drop." Where people from all over
^e world join together as they witness
alcohol-firee and family-friendly.
If thatis not your thing,of course the 10-second countdown to 2CX)3.
How about the windy city of
there is always the city of lights.
"Fremont Street Experience," in Las Chicago with Fireworks at Buckingham
Vegas, Nevada will help bring in the Fountain, that shoot at midnihgt.
Otherwise, the 'Peach Drop,"
New Year with the world's , biggest
may be an option in Atlanta, Georgia
New Year's Eve dance party. The

Underground for live music,
family fun and the big peach drop.
There always is the happiest
place on earth in_
\lsta.
New Year's Eve bash, you can
expect a big crowd at Downtown
Disney's adults-only New Year's
party.
Well, our last destination that is
a bit closer to us that will be loads
of fun is 'Tempe Tostitos Fiesta
Bowl Block Party," in Tempe,
Arizona. At midnight, the world's
biggest tortilla chip drops into the
world's biggest bowl of salsa.
Now if that is not exciting enough,
then what is?

PlZZA/^jPi^tA

ITALIAN

KITCHEN

251 W.BBa^Av&
San Benuatttno,

ivember 25,2002

Coyote Dating Coyote Lite
By Teresita Sosa
Scene Editor
Throughout the fall
quarter Coyote Dating
has been advertised in
the Chronicle. Those
interested were asked to
stop by UH-37 and fill
out a short answer
questionnaire asking
them what they look for
in the opposite sex, what
there hobbies and
interest are and what are
their goals in life. A
number of applicants turned in
. their forms and a snap shot was
taken of them. The information
' from each person's questionnaire
was then taken and matched up
with someone else who had his or
her same personal interest. After
the couples have been matched up,
the Chronicle will arrange a date
fov the couple free of charge.
Our first lucky couple, Jose
China and Adrianne Howard
dined at Alfredo's Pizza and Pasta
on West Baseline in San
Bernardino. Alfredo's is a family
- owned
business,
where
customers enjoy delicious pasta
dishes, great pizza offers, and the
'hospitable service provided by
their employees.

on the A'tifO
date?
Jose: I wasn't nervous
Adrianne: Yes

oerson's
person's Dersonality?
personality?
Jose: I thought she was open to
new ideas and was easy to talk to.
Adrianne : He
was cool but kind
of wild.
9. Was there any
c h e m i s t r y
between you and
the other person?
Jose: I don't know
of any chemistry
but we were
getting to know
Teresita Sosa/Chronicle
one
another.
Adrianne Howard and Jose China Adrianne : No,
2.What did you think of the restaurant? except for we both like to have
Jose: I liked the restaurant, and food
was pretty good.
Adrianne : The restaurant was cool,
the food was ok but it was too much.
3. What was your first impression of
the other person?
Jose: She was easy to talk to and an
interesting person
Adrianne; Wild hair.
4. Did you enjoy your self?
Jose: Enjoyed myself as much as I can
sitting and eating
Adrianne: Yes
5. What was the conversation like?
Jose: It was as good as it gets on
a blind date.
Adrianne: We talked about the band
he was in and how we both decided to
sign up for this blind date.

fun.
10. Would you ever consider
going out with this person again
on a date just as a friend and why?
Jose: I probably would go out
again with her, most likely as a
friend, because I barely know her.
Adrianne: No, he's not really my

Jose; 1 did enjoy her company
Adrianne: Yes
l.Where you nervous before going 8. What did you think about the other

experience f finally got to go out
on a blind date instead of
watching them on t.v.

type.
12. What happened after you left
the restaurant?
Jose: I went home
Adrianne: We said bye and went
home.
13. What do you think about
Coyote Dating in general?
Jose: I thought it was pretty
cool, but maybe a date that's an
activity would probably work for
lier people

4m^

Cooking and Eating Tips for the Holidays
Dorothy Chen-Maynard, PhD, -RD
Director, Nutrition and Food Sciences Program
1. Don't starve yourselfbefore the meal. Don't load up on
the appetizers and alcoholic beverages before the "meal." ;
Eat only what tastes good to you. Eat slowly and chew the
food so that you can really taste and enjoy them. It takes
about 20 minutes for your brain to receive a "full" signal. If
you want seconds, wait 5 to 10 minutes to see if you are
satisfied and really need to get a second helping. Stop eating
when you are satisfied and take home the leftovers for miother
meal.
2. It is ok to eat those high fat, high calorie foods, just eat a
smaller portion. The calories from the amount of food that
you actually eat counts; and savor every bite and be satisfied
with less food.
3; Add vegetables and fruits to your plate to balance your
^eal. Watch the amount of butter, gravy, salad dressings,!
other extra food that adds to the energy content of thoj
tneal. Use nonfat or reduced fat dairy products instead o|
Weam. margarine, and/or butter.
|
4. Choose foods that arc roasted, broiled, steamed, poached j
•baked, or fresh. Try to enjoy the natural flavors of foo<|
iwithout the added extra "toppings."
|
ri&steadof oihor butter, the flav(

vhc\r choice. After the date the
following, questions were asked

hands
soring a holiday toy drive. The
brothers are in coordination with
senior deputy sheriff Virgil
Washington of the Riverside
county sheriffs department.
They are accepting toys and
clothes. To make donations to
this event you can look for the

To bring in the Holidays
with a little groove, CSUSB
along with ASI and X103.9
are presenting XMAS PEST
The holidays are here again.
2002 held in the Cousoulis
It's a time to share, a time to
Arena. This will be an event
spend with loved ones, and a time
to remember. On December
to give. Most of all, these holi
13, 2002 at 6pm, you can
days are a time to help
come out and rock
those who are less for
with Adema, the
tunate.
Kotlonmouth Kings,
fraternities and
8STOP7, Bemus, and
soroities are putting
Hollow. These bands
things together to help
are all ready to rock
families that are less for
you into the Christ
tunate have a happy
mas vibe. Tickets are
thanksgiveing and a
on sale for $22 for the
very Merry Christmas.
general public and
The Alpha Delta Pi
$20 for students who
Sorority and the Tau
hold a student ID.
Kappa Epsilon frater
You can pick up your
nity are coming together
tickets at the box of
to present "Socks 'n'
fice.
Mittens Trees". They
Belinda Adame/Chronicle
All over campus
are asking those who Students can donate goods into boxes around campus.
you see organizations
can to donate socks, mit
holding can food
tens, shoes, coats, clothes, and
booth every Wednesday until De
drives, clothes drives, toy
more. These things will all go to
cember 4, 2002. The booth will
drives, and much more. All
wards helping the homeless. Do
be on the yard in front of the Stu
of these drives are held to
nation locations are in Jack Brown
dent Union. These donations will
help families who are less
go to help benefit the families of
Hall and in the Student Union.
fortunate in some way. Do
You better watch out! You
inmates of the Riverside county
your part by helping these or
better not Pout! Santa just might
prisons. These Inland Empire
ganizations to help make this
be knocking on your door this
brothers are working to help
holiday season a pleasant one
Christmas. The Alpha Phi Alpha
make a child smile this holiday
for all. Remember to make
fraternity incorporated are spon
season.
your donations.

By Lakesha Troupe
Sta^ff Writer

is just as rich without the added fat and extra calories. Us^
i"spray" margarine for "butter" flavor without added (:ii.
5. In casseroles, use nonfat cottage cheese to rephitc most
lof the high fat cheeses. Use high fat cheese in smaller
^
^amounts to add flavor. You may also use aged cheese in |
smaller amount because the flavors are more intense.. |
if6. As soon as everyone is done with the meal, put food
I away. This prevents people from snacking out of boredom'
;Or anxiety. It also keeps leftovers from spoiling.If you want
•a copy of Festive Family Thanksgiving Cookbook, please
contact Dr. Dorothy Chen-Maynard, X5340, or
dchen@csusb.edu. There are limited numbers of cookbooks
available.HAPPY HOLIDAYS and enjoy yourself. Don't
ii forget to do physical activity to balance out your energy?
fintake.

• ;5
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Windtalkers: Navajo Americans
Keishawnda Green
Staff Writer

"In war there are secrets to be
kept - and heroes that need to keep
them," movieweb.com.
The Student Union Cross
Cultural
Center
presented
"Windtalkers: Navajos & World
War 11", featuring two gentlemen
who served in the Marine Corps as
Windtalkers.
The event was held on
November 21st in the Student
Union Events Center from 6-8 pm.
The center was packed with about
150 students and faculty members
excited to hear the story about the
Windtalkers.
"I saw the movie with Nicolas
Cage about the Windtalkers and
when 1 heard about this event I
wanted to come and learn more,"
said Anthony Chivas.
Not everbody who attended
knew the history of the windtalkers
prior to the event. "1 never even
knew that the Navajos developed a
code for the war," commented
Jacqueline Harper, "I didnT even
know there was a movie. I think
it's amazing how this code
managed to outsmart the Japanese."
In 1941 the United States
declared war on Japan and in order
to keep secrets from the Japanese
the Marine Corps had to develop a

The first 29 Navajo men who
were drafted developed the code,
and many were drafted once the
code was tested and proved to be
unbreakable. Only 4 of the 29 are
still alive today.
There was no Navajo
dictionary so the terms had to all
be learned and memorized. Over
time the code was perfected and
easier for the windtalkers to speak.
The jobof the Windtalkers was
to transmit important messages,
such as requesting information,
changing positions, and reporting
the number of casualties each
morning and night.
The Navajo code they
developed was the only code that
the Japanese never broke.
According to movieweb.com,
"[The Navajo code] is considered
to have been key in winning the
war."
The code-talkers were very
important, yet they weren't
recognized by Congress until
recently. Their relatives weren't
even aware of what they did in the
war.
By the end of the war there
were about 420 Windtalkers. Only
around 15 were lost during the war.
And only half of the 420 are still
alive today.
The only question left to

^ '.

m
.t /

.:~UJind contined

Letter I "Word in Navajo
WOL-LA-CHEE
B
SHUSH
MOASI
C
»^ n IMA-CHA-EH
^DZEH
F
MA-E
G
iKLIZZI
H
LIN

Word in English
ANT
BEAR
CAT
DOG
ELK
FOX
GOAT
HORSE

CALIFORNIA NEEDS YDU!
Fellows woH< directly vwth state
l^slators. the Gownor's crffice
and oidter ccMVCitutk^l officers.
and the Supreme and ^perior
Courts, to deveic^ puUic pdides
for the nrK}St cKalleipr^ md
divem state in the natl^. The
programs offer a unique
expertise in policy-maldr^
and (Qtciting opportunittes

Keishawnda Green/ Chronicle
" I saw the movie with Nicolas Cage about the Windtalkers and when I heard about this event I wanted to
come and learn more.Anthony Chivas

Multi-Cultural World News
British Aide Worker Killed
A battle between Israeli and
Palestinian troops leaves a U.N.
official dead. The death of lain
Hook is the first U.N. official to
die in two years. There have been
many claims that Hook, a
manager for a UN relief
organization, was denied the help
of an ambulance. Hook's death
occurred while evacuating staff
from a compound of trailers in the
Jenin Refugee camp.

to jump start careers in
puWk service.

For men infomiadon.asntaec
The Center ior Cal^oma Studies
CMms S»te
Satmnvwt
THE CAPITAL f fliOWS PROGRAMS
CALIFORNIA STATL UNIVfRSITY.
.SACRAMENTO

SOOOjkrm
SKramento,CA 9SSI9^i
Teh {Sli) 2:^-6906
SAfebMr wwwcsut.edu'cakt

AffdksUen 0»HSn«; Fcimary 24.SMI

London hailed as new location
for Miss World
Late Friday evening Officials
from the Miss World Pageant
decided to move the Pageant,
which was to originally be held
in Nigeria, to London. This
decision came after several days
of riots in Nigeria were over 100
people have been murdered and
500 more injured. The carnage
had spread all over Nigeria
including Abuja, where the

. ...
. Courtesyofbbc.com
Over 100^ killed in Nigerian not.
pageant was to take place. Many
believe that this riot had been
brewing for a while because of the
rivalry between the Christian and
Muslim tribes, with the final straw
for the tribal members being a
publication that said: "What would
Muhammad think? In all honesty,
he would have probably chosen a
wife from among them," of the

Miss Universe Pageant. The
publication which ran the story
made several apologies but a group
of Muslims, who had been
praying, gathered outside of the
national mosque and then marched
through town burning down
buildings and cars, and assaulting
bystanders who they thought were
Christian.
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Kwanzaa's intimate celebrations
By Jose Lizarrga

Staff Writer
Christmas is up this year, and
the stores have begun to sell their
usual Christmas paraphernalia in
order to get the early jump on the
consumer market. However,
through all the Christmas junk they
sell every year one question needs
to be asked: "Where's Kwanzaa?"
Kwanzaa, often overlooked
by most, is a primarily African
American holiday, first celebrated
in the United States in 1966. This
holiday was invented by a trained
political and cultural scientist who
was also the founder and chairman
of
the Black
Nationalist
Organization, Dr. Maulana
Karenga.
According
to
Afrocentric News, Dr. Maulana
Karenga "felt that the base of any
movement must be cultural
imperative, that gives the people
a clear and precise sense of
identity, purpose and direction."
The name of the holiday
comes from the Swahili word
Kwanza. This word comes from
the saying matunda yo kwanza
meaning "first fruits." This name
was given to the holiday, because

of this feast has a a ritual is done. During the ritual,
different principle of the a new word from the 7 principles
(umoja, kuchichagulia, ujima,
Nguzo Saba.
The celebration ujama, nia, kuumba, or imani) is
starts a week before the said. Each one of these principles
feast, as the whole family stands for something the black
gets together and the community to live by in order to
greeting "Habari Gani" is strengthen them as a people. Also
given. This greeting is during this time every night, the
followed by the response, unity cup is filled with Tambiko,
"Nzuri Kwanzaa, Nguzo and passed around so that
Saba." Also before this everyone may drink from it. This
feast,
on
around is a gesture of honor, praise, and
December l9theMkeka, commitment to continue the
which is a straw mat, is struggle they began.
The last feast, the Karamu, is
set on the table, although
held
on the night of December 31,
some people use some
and
includes food, music, and
kind of cloth with an
dance.
African pattern instead.
Kwanzaa, although not as
Then, the Kanara, a
prominent as Christmas or
candleholder with seven
candles is placed in the Chanukah, is still celebrated here
middle of the Mkeka. in the. Inland Empire. At the
University of Redlands their
The ears of corn, called
the Muhindi, are also African American Association W9II
Courtesy of geocities.cotn placed on the Mkeka. hold their Kwanzaa ceremony at
One ear of corn is placed 4 p.m. Friday.Dec. 8 aiHunsaker.
Qfie candles is lit every day of Kwanzaa to symbolize different themes.
for each child in the Since this is a family holiday
the holiday celebrates the first seven principles known as the family. There are a lot of other primarily, there wasn't that much
African people. The extra "A" was "Nguzo Saba." These seven things that may be placed on the representation of this holiday
added in to represent the African- principles are the principles needed Mkeka as well, and these are around, and there we^e no aisles
stacked high with merchandise at
in order for African American usually cultural symbols.
American holiday that it is.
stores
like Wal-Mart, buntiaybe
Every
night,
of
the
seven
days,
Kwanzaa is a feast that lasts people to get along together, and
that's
how
it's supposed to be.
the
family
sits
down
to
a
feast,
and
about seven days, and is based upon reconstruct their history. Each day

Melting
UPCOMING EVENTS
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November 26:
Latin Jazz Fiesta
When: Tuesday, 7:3010pm.
Where: Performing Arts
102
November 30:
Best of the Best Hip-Hop/
RB show

When: Saturday, 7:3010pm
Where: Events Center
December 6:
Student Affairs Holiday
Gathering
When: Friday, 11:30am1:30pm
Where: Events Center
($3 tickets must be pur
chased by Dec. 2)

Baskin(^Robbins.

10% discount off your purchase
at either Togo's or BasloQ Robbins with
valid CSUSB student or faculty I.D.
Please present I.D. at the time of order.
Not valid with any other discount, coupon
or promotion.

Togo's/Baskin Robbins
4275 North University Parkway suite 103
San Bernardino, CA 92407
909-473-7484
. (Next to Stari3uck's)

By Youree Martin

Staff Writer
While Americans are finishing
the rest of their turkey leftovers
from Thanksgiving, many Jewish
families will begin to indulge in
potato pancakes and"brisket of beef.
Student Amanda Brumberg
will be doing just that, followed by
Jewish games she will play with her
family.
Before the modern
celebrations, there was a history
that is rarely acknowledged by nonJewish people.
Hanukkah is celebrated from
November 30 to December 7 this
year. Generally referred to as the
Festival of Dedication or Festival
of Lights. This celebration
commemorates a time in history
that Jewish people were under
subjection of the Greek Syrians.
According to the Jewish
calendar, around 165BCE (instead
of Christian calendar of BC and
AD), the King of Syria outlawed
Jewish rituals and demanded Jews
worship their Greek Gods and eat
pork. Jewish people practice a very
strict dietary plan which restricts
the consumption of pork A Jewish
High Priest named Mattathias
rebelled by killing an officer. Other

Jeff Abramovitz says, "Oil
revolting, overtook the Syrians.
Before Mattathias death, he plays an important part during the
appointed his son Judah Maccabee holidays because it is
potato pancakes and jelly donuts
as the highest ranking officer. Upon
the defeat of the Greek army, the ("sufganiol").
The most important aspect of
Jews went to take back the Holy
Temple only to find it in disarray the dishes is the use of oil toremi
with the golden
miraculous eight
menorah
(a
days
the
candelabrum
m e n o r a h
used
in
continued
to
r e l i g i o u s
bum.
ceremonies)
Aside from
was missing.
traditional
foods,
The army
play
families
cleaned and
games
during
repaired the
- this seven day
Temple and
holiday. One
decided to have
popular Jewish
a dedication
Courtesy of corbis.com holiday game is
ceremony and
Dreidel: a gambling toy/device.
'dreidel,' a game
the Maccabees
familiar
to
many
Jews
and played
desired to light the menorah for the
at
this
festive
time.
A
dreidel
is a
celebration. They looked for oil to
four-sided
top.
Each
side
has
a
light the candles and found only
Hebrew
letter
that
corresponds
to
enough to last one day. The oil
supply miraculously lasted for eight the words in the sentence A great
days. So the Festival of Dedication miracle happened here/there.
The dreidel is used for a
began and continues.
The first night they light two gambling game in which each letter
candles. The middle candle represents a different amount of
(shamash) is used to light the first money or other item won or lost.
Happy Hanukkah to those who
candle. Blessings are recited every
will
be
celebrating this Saturday.
night before the lights are put out.

Jewish Student Organization to begin next quarter
'Hillel' is a new Jewish Stu
dent Organization that will be
starting up next quarter.
The purpose of this club is
to aware the Cal State student
body of the Jewish culture and
tradition by holding events and

pieetings.
The first meeting has not yet
been set but will be announced.
Anybody can join who would
like to involve themselves with the
Jewish community.
'Hillel' is a Jewish organiza

tion for college students on cam
puses all over the nation.
For more information on
how to join contact Jeff
Ambramovitz at 210-1412 or
email
him
at
jabramov@csusb.edu.
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Is indoor-tanning safe in winter?
has a built up tan.
Tanning is also not
Personalmd.com disagrees, recommended for certain
"there is no truth in getting a "bas^ skin types. Some people
The summer's over, but that tan" to protect against future have dark pigmented skin
great tan you worked so hard for sunburns. A twenty minute visit to naturally and do not need
doesn't have to end.
the tanning booth is equivalent to to tan. Others have such
According to personalmd.com, spending a day at the beach."
light skin that tans are
more than 1 million people use the
Tanninghealth.com describes almost impossible to
20,000 tanning booths in America more of the benefits of tanning. achieve, they usually just
every day to maintain their summer Tanning leads to a reduction in get sunburns.
tan through the winter months. But, frequency of the common cold,
There are some guys
is it safe?
reduces the effects of osteoporosis, who do choose tanning
T h e
and reduces though. Mike Yeung, 20
answer to that
cancer rates.
year old Asian/Caucasian,
"A nice tan looks healthy. I
question
There are goes to a tanning salon
think it's safe as long as you
depends on
far
more twice a week during the
don't go too often, you have
who you ask.
sources that winter because his
to know when to stop."—
Most people
claim sunlight girlfriend doesn't like his
are under the
and tanning 'farmer' tan lines.
Kristina Dempsey
impression
booths are
Matthew Sarkissian
Courtesy of corbis.com
that the UV
dangerous a 22 year old Caucasian
Winter pushes tanners indoor.
lights in tanning booths can cause and should be completely avoided. says, "I have never been
wrinkles and possibly cancer. But The tanning industry says that to a tanning booth
might not be totally true.
studies in the past were not well because I burn so easily, but I don't suntan lotion.
According to lotionbarn.com, conducted and unreliable.
have a problem with people who
Dempsey goes' to the salon
not tanning is more dangerous.
According to www.eyesite.ca, choose to. Your skin's going to fall twice a week because she says, "a
"Regular, moderate sun exposure "the use of tanning salons and sun off anyway."
nice tan looks healthy. I think it's
may p\ay a role in preventing lamps can cause... serious long"I think the lights are actually safe as long as you don't go too
several kinds of cancers, including term ocular damage." They say that safer than the sun," says Yeung, "I often, you have to know when to
colon and breast cancer" because the major problem is that although just wish it didn't cost so much. stop."
sunlight contains vitamin D which
the lamps are made according to College students don't have that
It's hard to decide whose story
helps prevent pre-cancerous cells regulations, there are no regulations kind of money."
we should believe. The use of
• from reproducing."
regarding
how
they
are
How much does it cost to tan? tanning booths may be beneficial,
Lotionbarn.com also adds that implemented.
According to Kristina Dempsey, a but may involve many long-term
indoor tanners are 80% less likely
Despite the many warnings 19 year old Asian/Caucasian, risks. You have to decidefor
' to get sunburn indoors or outdoors about using tanning salons people tanning salons have charged her yourself if having a golden tan is a
than non-tanners since their skin still go for that 'fake tan'.
$45 a month and $50 for a bottle of risk worth-taking.

By Keishawnda Green
Staff Writer

Preference or Culture:
Gay and Lesbian
Courses offered in
the winter
By Mathew Taylor
Managing Editor
This winter there will be some
new courses offered. These courses
will be groundbreaking for this
campus because it will be some of
the
first
efforts
toward
incorporating a curriculum that is
geared toward Gay and Lesbian
studies. Although there have been
previous courses that were offered
as an elective such as Gay male
literature as well as Lesbian
Literature there will be more
courses that are now being offered
as the core of the new Gay and
Lesbian Studies track, which was
created as a part of the women
studies minor. Earlier this year
there was a course offered in
transgendef studies and it went by
as a success and so now the campus
is trying out its Introduction to Gay
and Lesbian Studies as well as
offering the Communications
course of Gay and Lesbian
relationships and Finally again
there will be the Gay Male literature
class offered. For more information
about these classes and there times
contact Aurora Wolfgang, Chair of
the Women's Studies Department.
Her extension ?s x5838.

AcQciQ Porx
Unique Student Apartments

Home is where your
FRIENDS are.
Woodburning Fireplaces
Fully-Appoinfed Kitchens
Full -Size Washers/Dryers
Large Private Patios or Balconies with Extra Storage
Enclosed Garage
Two Lighted Tennis Courts
Walking Distance to Cal-Stote San Bernardino
Sand Volleyball Court
State-of-the-Art Fitness Center
Swimming Pool & BBQ Area
Relaxing Spa
Amenihes, Rents and Incentives subject to change.

5280 N. Little Mountain Dr.
Son Bernardino, CA 92407

www.acaciapark-apartments.com

iirv/lW M

I I IWIIWl I

909-880-2068
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The talent, the music, and the
woman that makes it happen

Tony Evans/Chronicle
Superwoman Carol Dixon takes a momnet to pose for the paper

Meet Carol Dixon, the director
of the Coussoulis Arena. Carol
Dixon gives a new meaning to
"running the show"
Event wise, Dixon is the most
important person campus. She is in
charge of bringing talent to the
arena and making the show happen.
Ticket sales, publicity, contracts,

roll over for the next event.
On the day of a major show or
event,\Dixon is on campus by six
or seven in the morning. Her first
order of business is to get the
seating set up. Most shows load in
at about seven, so she gets the
Band, their gear, and the venders
and their gear set up. Next, she gets
•the lights. That process can take
anywhere form four to six hours.
Next thing is the scHiiukwh^j

concerning the show, is in her
hands. "I don't just pick the bands
I like..." explains Dixon. The
process of getting talent to the arena
is a long and expensive" one. Not
only does she need to pay who ever
it is performing, she has to make
sure that the facility can handle the
group. "Generally the act is
researched. I have to be able to
make a profit or break even." In the
event that the act does not generate
the money needed to make a profit
or break even, the arena has to be
rented out to cover expenses, and

Then the band comes in with any
extras they want besides the basic
setup. Next the caterers come in, (or
don't come in), and Dixon makes
sure the band is happy and satisfied
with their accommodations.
When the show does start,
Dixon retires to her office where
she and the band manager go over
contracts, finances and tie up loose
ends, while managing the box
office, meeting and greeting
sessions, and taking care of
complaints and problems. In the
event of a problem, Dixon is on call

By Shareena C. Clark

A&E Editor

and ready to handle it. Once the
show ends, Dixon makes sure
everyone leaves, and then begins to
work on breaking down the stage
and seats. This is a process that can
last until six o'clock the next
morning. Dixon runs the arena with
no back up. "If I were to be hit by a
bus on the night of a show..."
Dixon stated. If something were to
happen to Dixon before a show,
there would most likely be no show.
Dixon has a hard job, but it
does have its perks. She resides in
an office with a wall of photos from
events that she books. Signed
Globetrotters basketballs, and
souvenir t-shirts are just a few
things among the memorabilia
behind a glass case in her office.

Upcoming
arena events
Styx and the Chris
Thayer Band
^m- doors open at 7am
Tnursday, December 12,2002..
*$5 discount for all CSUSB stu
dents. $3 discount to CSUSB s^.

Prices: $50.00- Gold Circle (no
discount)
$35.00- Reserved
$1.00 - service fee
No audio/ video

X-mas Fest 2002
byX103.9.ASl.C«issc«liss Arena, AllStar Entertainment

Doors open at 5:00pm
Prices: $22.00- general public
$20.00- CSUSB students
$ 25.00- at the door
*Cash or check only*

the band and sives hope to the live music scene

Couriesy of christhayerband.com
Thayer playing Orange
Blosson Festival
Shareena C. Clark
A&E Editor
Chris Thayer (of the Chris
Thayer Band) is one of the many
singer/ songwriter/ guitar
playing/ band front men in the

and clubs throughout the Los
Angeles and Inland area. "I have
to nap during the day. Then I
probably get to sleep at midnight,
only to get up at five," says a tired
Thayer rubbing his eyes after a
set at Coffee Roasters 1 in
Riverside.
Thayer describes the
bans music as, "Acoustic driven
college rock, the kind of music
you
before the
scene. If you'd think of Hoo^vr
Dave Matthews Band, yoirir
think of us", explains Thayer
while squishing his pumpkin
cheesecake with a plastic fork.
Thayer discussed how in the
earlier stage of the band, they
used to describe their scuttid as
alternative^ "But now when you
think of alternative you think of
Pearl Jam", says Thayer.
He hopes to have the
jeir

him stand out in front of the vest.
CSUSB. When Thayer returns to
What is that one thing? It is
CSUSB not only will he be a
talent, honest to God talent.
performer, he wilj^^^o^be an
Thayer has the stage
alumnus. The Chris Tha
presence of a veteran. Although
will supply the eager Styx fans
he is a bit soff spoken when he
with a funky set, to get them ready
talks on the mic, as soon as the
for the headlining act.
music starts he is anything but
It is a Jeckyll and Hyde effect
"for
'
much like the double life hei^'
Thayer Band, their songs are
leads. By day, Thayer teaches
available on their website at
English at an Inland high school,
www.christhayerband.com and
and by night he is a promising
musician playing at coffeehouses

Thayer Continued on
page 17...

Karnig
on
Coyote
Radio
show
At Karnig makes an appearance on Heavy Metal Planet
By Shareena C. Clark

A&E Editor
On Friday November 22, A1
Karnig made a guest appearance
on Heavy Metal Planet. Heavy
Metal Planet is a Coyote Radio
rock show hosted by Brian
Keathley and Vince Guzman on
Fridays from 4pm to 8pm, where
"corporate pozer" music is not
allowed.
Karnig first interviewed by
Guzman who asked questions
concerning the strikes avoided by
the CFA, his opinion on the Iraq
situation, as well as a sheaf of
others. Karnig responded to the
questions openly and honestly.
Guzman did not seem to tip toe
around
controversial
and
important topics, nor was he out
for blood. It was just a one on one
conversation, broadcast on the
Internet at www.csusb.edu/radio

Frontman Chris Thayer gives the lowdown on

we throw all kinds of
[OllSt3Cl©Sl at you.
tuition Isn't one of them.

( Sure, we'll have you Ciirhbing walls. But if you qualify for a

Shareena C. Clark/ Chronicle
Left to right: Vince Guzman, Al Karnig, and Brian Keathley
Karnig also talked about the
music he listens to. He mentioned
50's, 60's, 70's and 80's and how
he hasn't been exposed to enough
hip-hop to make a fair assessment.
Overall, the interview seemed to

have gone well, everyone left
smiling and stopped to jxise for a
picture. Karnig was invited back
for the next quarter when Heavy
Metal Planet returns for a second
quarter at the same time and place.

or 3-year scholarship, tuition's one obstacle you won't have
" to-worry-about. Talk to an Army ROTC rep. And get a leg up
w your future.

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any othex college ccsarse yoa can take.
Special Full tuition Paid Scholarships Available!
Call (909) 621-8102 for more info.
U
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mmiKB
This week is Fridd (Not the Frida After next)
and Salma fine!
Ivan: Damn, Salma fine! It
was obvious that this was a labor
of love for Salma Hayek, who not
only starred, but also produced the
film. Many of her real life friends
and people she's worked with in the
past appear in the film, such as
Antonio Banderas and, her real life
squeeze (and all-time lucky
bastard), Edward Norton. I think
what really set me off from the film
was, what felt like, a lack of focus.
Frida Kahlo had a complex life and
there was a lot of ground to cover.
Not only that, but the film could've
gone in many different directions.
I felt that the film tried to cover all
the bases at once and when you do
that, you can't give attention to any
Courtesy of movies.com
one
thing.
Salma Hayek taking a moment in Frida
Marcos:
HOO-WEEII!
artistic and sexual revolutionary.
Frida chronicles the life of Salma fine!!! What I did like about
The Rating System
Frida Kahlo (Salma Hayek) shared the film was when they focused on
See ihis movie now:
openly and unflinchingly with her paintings (and not her uniBruce Lee
Diego River (Alfred Molina) as this brow). The director did a good job
controversial couple took the art of bringing the paintings to, life.
Catch the matinee:
She brought Frida's emotions off
world by storm.
Jet Li
the screen when she combined the
-Official Frida website
Rent this movie:
Ivan: Damn, Salma fine! Now live action with the paintings. Also,
Jackie Chan
that 1 got that out of the way, I can Salma did more than just look fine,
Bury this, movie:
concentrate on the review.Anyway, she actually did a great job. It's
A whife ffiiy in a karate
as much effatw^ put fi^
|
:rewed from behind bt
outtit
expeciaiions. Sometimes, I ielt like oscar. Salma at least deserves a
1 was watching "The Affairs of
nomination. Damn she's fine!!!
Diego Rivera" and not "Frida." It's
Ivan: Damn, Salma fine!
3y Ivan Fernandez and
obvious that sex was a central part
Frida a Jet LI
Marcos Landin
of these artists' lives but at times, it
Staff Writers
felt like I was watching one of ray
MOVIE NEWS
mom's Mexican soap operas.
movieMarcos: Come on now, it
Guess what, horn-heads.
From. her complex and wasn't as bad as those DAMN TV. There's a new poster for Daredevil:
enduring rplatjonship with her noveias!!! Yes, the title of the The Movie featuring Elektra.
mentor and husband, Diego Rivera, movie would have been perfect if Check it out:
to her illicit and controversial affair it were "Frida and Diego" (kind of
And guess what X-fans! There
with Leon Trotsky, to her like "Sid and Nancy"). Although, are also some new posters
provocative ^
romantic since the title was simply "Frida," promoting X2 (that's X-Men 2, for
entanglements with women, Frida I come to the conclusion that Diego those of you under a rock). Here's
Kahlo lived a bold and was Frida's life. This pimp daddy one resident hottie, Anna Paquin as
uncompromising life as a political. meant everything to her. Oh yeah. Rogue:

Ivan: Rumor has it
that Brett Ratner (the
crappiest director ever!)
wants James Caviezel to
star as Clark Kent/
Superman in his (very
crappy) version of
"Superman 5." James
Caviezel has starred in
"The Count of Monte
Cristo," "Frequency,"
and "The Thin Red
Line."
Marcos: Ratner,
director of Rush Hour 1
and 2, might as well cast
Jackie Chan, for this next
"Superman" disgrace.
They should have kept
the Kevin Smith script
with Tim Burton as
director.
And that's a wrap
(as they say in the movie
business) for this
quarter's Coyote Movie
Ticket. But hey, if you're
lonely or looking for
movie advice, e-mail
Ivan (because Marcos
is engaged)..

CoiitaCt

Ivan Or
Marcos
at
Coyote
movie
ticket
@ HotmaiI.com

Special Thanks to the San Bernardino Cinema Star Luxury Theatre
Don't Pay.10-.25C Each ForJust A Few Copies!

coior 59^

^^ea.

With Coupon Only
mliimum 20 copies

X

Copy Plus is open six days a week

On the comer of University & Kendalf, behind Ei Polio Loco

nexttoUBE (QOQ) 887-8500

Photo from unknown weh location
Electra movie poster

ATTEND LECTURES
by
Dr. Charles Berger
Tues., Jan. 7, 2003
Professor of Communication, U.C.
Davis
IntBrnationally scholar, author of
theory of uncertainty reduction in
person-to-person interaction
* * * * * *

"Planning under Uncertainty: Mini
mizing Communicative Risk"
3-3:50 p.m., Sycamore Room, Com
mons
******

"How Worried Should I Be? Ratio
nality, Gender and the Use of Baserate Data" 5-5:50 p.m., UH-249

photo from unknown web location
Sneak peek at X2

Hey Kids!
Thanks for sticking
around this quarter
and reading this sec
tion on your way to
the sports page :)
ril see you next quar
ter! If there is any
thing you think of
that you'd like to see
in this section, feel
free to e-mail me at
dmb_fire_dancer_10
@ yahoo.com
Love, Peace and Hair
grease!
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Taiko Drummers bust a funky
cave and plunged the
world into darkness. The
goddess of music Ama no
Uzume no Mikoto played
the Taiko, which per
suaded Amaterasu to
come out and fill the
world with sunshine
again.
The
Kamakura
period(1192AD—
1333AD) marked the ap
pearance of the Taiko in
China. Taiko was first
used for communication
and announcements: the
Taiko and drummer would
sit on the top of a tower in
the center of town and an
nounce the time, breaking
news, warnings and the
like to the surrounding
town. Since then, Taiko
has been used for Bud

Taiko drummers get busy
Angela Asbell

Special to the Chronicle
Talk about a bad ass drum
solo: on Tuesday, November 19,
Reverend Shuichi "Tom" Kurai
and the folk drummers from the
Taiko Center of Los Angeles per
formed in the Recital Hall of the
Performing Arts building. Rev
erend Kurai of the Sozenji Bud
dhist temple and his performance

>
group Satori Daiko busted out
some beats, related the history of
the Taiko drum, and coaxed mem
bers of the audience into coming
onstage to bust a funky.
Taiko literally translated
_ means "fat drum" (not "phat," but
you're in the ballpark.) The sound
is amazing—the beats vibrat^ itt
your chestj^
drummers rush aSfenaTihe to al
your vital parts. The yells, called
Kakegoe, release Ki (energy from

dhist religious ceremonies, festi
vals, for hunting and in battle.
The Reverend would calmly
and capriciously explain these
facts, then join the group in shak
ing the building, kicking out jams
like "Demon" and "Turbulent
Waves." At one point, several au
dience members were called
onstage to beat out a rhythm (with
direction from the drummers) and
shout their ki all over the place
(damn my complacency! / could
have rocked their world!) By the
last song, I was wildly clapping
along with the audience and
shouting some serious ki onto the
person in front of me.
I had a great time rockin' out
to some intense drumming and I
swear, the next time I'm alone,
I'm going to get inter kata stance
and do some passionate air Taiko
drumming in the mirror.
^

Robert Whiiehead/CSUSB
the heart, mind and spirit) the cen
ters the kumi daiko (taiko en
semble) as they perform these
strenuous drum routines. In be
tween each song, as we all caught
our breath. Reverend Kurai would
explain the history and traditional
uses of the Taiko drum.
.•.•-„^Tbe history of the Taiko bethe Shinto sun goddess Amulerasu
became depressed over the state
of the world. She hid herself in a

Robert Whiiehead/CSUSB

Vonyse : a voice, a sound, and emotion
it was feeling. All the
emotion, all the stress, aU^
Jove .^d all the nain
By Heather Hubbard

StajfWri^
The Southe:
of Cedric Shod
only
have
b e e n
together for
two years,
but the punk
rock

%and has alr^^y released one EP,
toured f^V^ states and^iil be
releas^^ a self-titled
t^s
Dec^ber as well as embark on a
UK^uropean tour.
The three piece band (Shawn-j
bass, lead vocals; Matt-guitarj
Jeremiah-drums) formed
2000 under the nai
Growing Down. ^Afier
going through a varie^ of
drummers and losing their
lead guitarist, the band
finally found what they
were looking f^ and
decitted to
l^hange
f h e ir
name to
Cedric Shoots. '
The band selfreleased an EP titled
Self Help" and supported it with
a tour in July 2002. The EPj,
offers a variety of punk son^
with touches of emo throughtmt.

All of the tr|pRrbegin
with a strong introd^^on. My
favorite is the "Self Help" track;
it starts off with a steady
beat and a mellow
eases into a faster l^tf^ntil it
reaches that trademar^^f^c&J
Courtesy ofcedricshoots.com punk sound. "Man E)own' is similar
Shawn loving his mic
in that it begins slowly then

becomes faster and then
,n, throughout the song.
One%f n^favorite lines from the
album i^ftom this track,
"UnatSacti'^lkigle white male,
lookin Aor so^one to treat me like
hell," |he guitarist does an
awesott^ job on "Man Down"; the
riffs afe. really unique. On
"Tippacanoe" and "Ebow," I'm
remindai of why I have a love for
punk drummers. 'Tippacanoe"
begins with a cool drum
introduction that shows the
drummer's talent of being able to
throw out beats at an incredibly
rapid speed while still mixing them
iqj so they don't sound just alike,
as does "Ebow." Each track from
the EP offers honest words of
reflection on relationships, politics,
and basically the confusing and
sometimes tormenting issues life
brings us.
Although the ^and was with
Mafia Reccrfds for a short time, the
guys detyffed to stay away from
record Q^paniqS for awhile. With
Mike.^ndavafof Core Recording
proftcing, |he new album "Cedric
oots" yiflll be out December i
follow^ by a UK/European tour
Ete^mber 13- 23"^ However, for
^Inland Empire kids moshing
pleasure, Cedric Shoots will be
performing December 6"^ at Core
Recording in Hesperia.

d&rsT5ff!TEEW that a big
company wouldn't miss
me, they already have
enough people trained in
deception and of tricking
poor people out of their
money, and that's not what
I want to do."
Vonyse truly has a
voice of an angel. It seems
photo from google
to be a mix of Anita baker
Vonyse focusing really hard
a touch of India.Arie with
a dash of soul like that of
By Mathew Taylor
Whitney Houston. Vonyse truly
Managing Editor
shows her talent through her work
with her vocal range being
This quarter there have been
magnificent. She truly uses what
several musicians and bands to
she has to convey through
grace the stage of the Student
messages of peace, of love, and
Union Courtyard, but more
ofher everyday life. She has one
recently there was an artist who
track that talks about how
performed that may change the
world. Vonyse came to Cal State somedays it is hard to fitinto that
on November 13 to share her new favorite pair of jeans and how
everyone gets on your nerv^ yet
album. She has been working as
you get up and start again. You
an artist for the past year
do it all over again.
concentrating on her music and
She truly made an impact on
her own piece of mind. She
this campus.
Vonyse has
originally started out as an Ad
performed with acts such as
reperesentative for a major
Ozomatli, Jurassic 5, and Xzibit.
marketing firm but felt that it
According to MP3.comi she was
wasn't enough for her.
voted one of the top unsigned
•
"One day while working
female artists in America. Vonyse
there I realized that with all that I
to date continues to play at venues
had done that I had not truly done
in the Los Angeles Area
anything." she says " I had not left
providing free concerts. Her next
anything tangible for my brothers
appearance will be at the knitting
and sisters. I hadn't left anything
Factory on December 1. Vonyse
that was me."
will be the opening act fdr Taryn
She later went home and
Manning's Band Boom Kat.
began to let her soul pour out what
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OopSy I Nipped It Again

Curious Coyote

EHOLD T
Seeiij
Americ

Could you ever have thought
that to secure freedom we might
have to lose our freedoms in the
process? Our government is taking
away our freedoms and putting us
in to a war. I think we should
change the name of this country, be
cause it isn't America anymore.
Recently the Bush Adminis
tration has grasped the right to
know just about everything in our
lives. The Department of Homeland
Security and the introduction of the
developing Information AwarenessOffice (IDA) is just another ex
ample of how America is turning
in to a tragic mutation of George
Orwell's 1984 and Nazi Germany.
The lOA hopes to develop a new
technology to help aid them in the
War on Terrorism. The IDA website
states that "The most serious asym
metric threat facing the United
States is terrorism, a threat charac
terized by cpjiections^f

'Even
might be a terrorist. Wha
irmation
esting is when Americans sui
; creepy. There
Martin Luther King Jr.,
IS
tft&Wti®Being
eye
on
top
of the pyra
Hoffman, and even the not so
American John Lennon had files mid, the Latin scientia est potentia,
done by the C.I.A, because they which means "knowledge is power"
were perceived as threats, the pub and descriptions of anomalous pattern
lic were angry when they found out detection, biometric signatures and
about the offense, but now we give biologically inspired algorithms for
it all away so freely. I have heard agent control."
I love dictionary.com. Anoma
the argument 'if you do nothing
wrong, you should have nothing to lous is defined as deviating from the
normal or common order, form, or
worry about." I sure wish I could
be that confident in people in a rule. Biometric refers to the statisti
power position, so I would not have cal study of biological phenomena. An
to worry about how people and algorithm is found through a step-by^ep problem-solving procedure, es
machines aren't infallible.
Like the model for Tom pecially an established, recursive
Clancy's Jack Ryan and the new computational procedure for solving
head of the lOA JohnM Poindexter. a problem in a finite number of steps.
He made some bad decisions in the So essentially the technology will
past. During, "the Iran-Contra help the government abstractly form
(guns for hostages) scam, which who ever you are without ever meet
blew up in 1986, Poindexter was ing you.
charged and found guilty of con I have trouble believing that any
spiracy, obstruction of justice, and American would choose to disregard
the destruction of evidence in 1990; the First and Fourth Amendments of
th^ jCptistitudonhjto give the govem09 appeal

•And defme."
What's the downside of this
new technology you ask? "THE
is about a system
of domestic surveillance," says
Marc Rotenberg, of the Electronic
Privacy Jj^formation Center. "In
collect as much
data as you" can on Americans, edu
cational records, credit reports,
travel records. You put all of this in
a database and you analyze it and
you hope that you can uncover pat
terns of terroristactivity."
In other words everyone's life
is available for scrutiny electroni
cally, under the assumption that you

wiped out 5,000 incriminating
emails - but forgot about the back
up tapes," as reported by the Guard
ian last week.
Doug Thompson writes The
Rant for Capitol Hill Blue. Last
week he made reference to a quote
to show a shocking connection
""An evil exists that threatens ev
ery man, woman and child of this
great nation," the leader of another
country once wrote. "We must take
steps to ensure our domestic secu
rity and protect the homeland.""
This is a quote by Adolph Hitler ,
remarking on the creation of the
Gestapo.

Jesse Henderson
Op/Ed Editor

Detect 4 Classify

ID # Track

Reuters report. "During one lul
in fhe prc^eedings he appeared tc|
Everyone knows Pamela i dance around in his seat to a son^
Anderson had a bit of, uh, "in in his head."
While lawyers ^Ued him fot
stallation work" done. And
then, well, undone. •'Well, you three hours on We<hiesday, Jack-l
know what, I got a divorce and son, speaking in a "high-pitched|
I cut ray hair and I reduced " whisper," talked about hisi
and dancing in the bath^ Anderson told Larry King in an
o
o
m
•August
interview. r
I took ray implants out be- "It's not unusual for my
i cause Ifelt like I'll show him." clarity to be heightened," J;K;ksoE
Oh yeah, that "showed said when an attorney accusec
^him." Isn't that sort of likecut- him of discrepancies in his ac
j ting your nose off to spite your count of the botched concertdeal
rface? No matter. It didn't take "I remember dancing in ray bathjlong before the "Baywatch" room, in the mirror," he said. "
balwj paid a second visit to her was conceptualizing things;; augmentation doc for re-fluff- : could do in the show.
So he does look in the mir
Nng.
"i realized I wanted my ror. And, apparently, on th
; halfback and my breasts back " Internet While Wednesday's!
fshesdraitted. Okay, so Ander- court photo of Jackson, wiA
i son admits to a bit of "work." layer of plaster lathered atophi
peeling — oops, I did it again 1 Britney Spears calls hers a
nose, aunt Mildr^-pmk lipstic:
! "growth spurt." Fine,
s
But back to the cutting and 1980s Brooke Shields farowsg
your nose off to spite your face^ Jackson's was the most-viewed*
f dioughi. Did you get a glimpse i picture on the Internet that evei
of Michael Jackson's in-court
It was all, it seems, a bit
for Jackson to handle. The nex|~
performance last week?
th^
Seems the King of Pop, day,
i with his white-gloved chauffeur Pop star suiprised attorneys
un tow, defended himself on a the judge by skipping the 9
Santa Maria, Calif, witness start time.
stand. With $21 mil at stake,
"Mr. Jackson can't be her^
5 you might expect J^kson, 44, now" Superior County Judj ^ /a i
concert pro-:
told jurors. Canter ask
Christy Lochrie
SUtff yinter

the sake of preventing a future terror
ist attack. America is the land of the
free, not the land of the fearful and
scrutinized!
This is an amazing time for con
spiracy theorists; just take a look at
the lOA's logo. One Conspirator,
Terry
Melanson,
wrote
in
www.conspiracyarchive.com "I can't
believe some bunch of government
boobs sat down and said, "Let's uti
lize the symbol of a 'shadowy net
work that is difficult yo identify and
define' " for our logo. An organiza-

-Seeing Eye
Continued on page 17

sEve 1999 shows, to fret - at
- least a bit.
Not when you call
• Neverland home. SeansJack-:
I son, whose latest round of cos^ metic surgery includes a nose
-so small even a pinky would
g have trouble picking it, took the
!i court proceedings in a
imoonwalking stride.
"He appeared bemused
I during much of his testimony,
joften smiling or laughing tp
Ihimself between questions "
|Dan Whitcomb wrote in his

he needed to put on his face aruJl
get his beauty sleep. He arriV'
Jour houre late and "at times aj
peared drowsy on the witn
stand," Whitcomb wrote;
• Okay, so his elevator ge
stuck between floors and docsn'
reach the top anymore. I'll giv.
him that. After all, it's tough
play Peter Pan in Neverland; E
please, Jacko, leave the nips ati;
lucks to the pros. You're starting
to remind us of Meryl and Qoldi
in "Death Becomes Her.i
And

iT
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Episode II:
Ulhy Did They Do It?
multiple rumors, and countless
casting calls later, and we meet
"Episode I~The Phantom Men
For those of you living in caves ace." The expectations must have
who haven't heard the latest, "Star been too high even for Mr. Luckas,
Wars 2" became available for home f(V he had the most anticipated
viewing this past weekend. I pur
movie in the history of Tinseltown
chased it, like most movie fans, but sitting in his lap, and he delivered
not for the reasons usually encoun a Disney flick. This watered-down
tered with buying VHS tapes.
first installment of the three-part
But with the "Star Wars" s age, prequel would have been better
it's a little different, and I'm start
served as a Star Wars parody, for it
ing to question why.
was a two-hour joke. Queen AbbaI can remember all the way Dabba, or whatever, did absolutely
back to 1977 (some of your were no justice for her yet unborn chil
not even alive yet) and being capti dren. Anakin was a crybaby knowvated (along with the other billion it-all, and don't get me started on
people) by the exploits and magic that overgrown salamander Jar-Jar.
of everyone's newest sci-fi heroes. Did anybody else want to see a pod
Light sabers and The Force were racer completely obliterate the
now the coolest things Hollywood broadcast booth along with that bispewed out since the shark from cranial announcer?
Ewen
"Jaws." With two most excellent McGregor proved that he has the
sequels and a plethora of action fig capacity to foul up a free lunch, and
ures (thanks Hasbro) "Star Wars" maybe it's just me, but I prefered
became by far the greatest thing Yoda as a Muppet. He looked more
since sliced bread.
in Empire and his death scene in
The only thing more exciting Jedi brought tears to my eyes.
was the promise of prequels. Imag
Not even Liam Neeson could
ine it, the story of Anakin's youth, • save this farce, and Samuel L. Jack
the origins of Luke and Leia. Obi- son needed a lot more screen time,
Wan without a beard, Yoda with the best about Phantom Menace
out a cane (well, almost). The ex was Darth Maul, and they go ahead
citement was immeasurable and
expectations were high.
Flash forward sixteen years.

Mike 'Rirsl
CSUSB Student

-Episode li
Continued on Page 17
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Letter to the Editor
Dear &Jitor(s):
This is in response to the let
ter printed in the Coyote
Chronicle issue dated October
. 28,2002. Some rather disparagling remarks were made. In de.^ense of the Chronicle staff, I feel
it is important to point out that
. the job of a newspaper is to dis; ;seminate the news, not to hold an
English class. I understand th at
is somewhat frustrating to be
reading an article and run into
typos. However. I fwrsonally do
not find it difficult to understand
the content of each and every ar
ticle with or wiUiout typos, and I
seriously doubt any student or
faculty member on campus
would have a problem either. I
am sorry that these simple mistakes make it so difficult for you

I'm a veteran of the Gulf War
and Bosnia en Herzegovina. I
spent 6 months-in Northern Iraq
with the Kurdishreiief during and
after the war in 91*• I spent three
days guarding a mass gravesite
were about 2^ people were bru
tally murdered my Hussein. They
were first gassed and then buried
(dead?). I don't talkabout it much,
but I never forget the sight and the
smell. During my two yetus in
Bosnia in Herzegovina,1 also had
the misfortune of standing guard
of one of the numerous mass

to read the paper, but you can pick
up The New York Times and fmd
errois.
CSUSB is a University. The
word "Univereity" denotes learn
ing. That is exactly what the
Chronicle stoff is doing, as well as
a damn good job of informing this
campus. Furthermore, the fact that
the Chronicle printed your letter to
the editor says a lot about their will
ingness to learn, even if that means
accepting responsibility when they
are in the wrong. I am sure that
every effort has been made to cor
rect grammatical en'ors and typos,
but remember: the focus should be
on content, not the technical.
Now here is my side note "Mr.
Jeff from evaluations.'' Isn't your
real problem the fact that your
"Ecological Preserve" didn't make

the paper? If you want your
"four stone columns" to be men
tioned maybe you should try in
forming the Chronicle of the
events that you fmd important.
Almost, if not every issue of the
Chronicle asks for opinions and
ideas. They even go as far as to
give readers an e-raail address to
send them to. Imagine that! Oh
and one more thing, I can't help
but detect a somewhat bitter tone
in your letter. Could this possi
bly be because you were not cho
sen to fill the "copy editor posi
tion'' where you could have of
fered your"modest proofreading
services?"
Sincerely,
A Dedicated

Reader,

Jonna St, John-Senior at CSUSB

I Hate War

graves in Serbia in 95', just as bad duty to follow our orders. You
as the first time. I never want to see know NOTHING ABOUT
anyone go to war, but after s<^iiig WAR!!!'! You know NOTHING
the outright murder of hundreds of PAST CAL STATE AND TJ!!! J
people and yes there were babies believe you have the right to say
in the piles avS well, I can only pray what you want. Just be sure
that we go and remove this mad you're saying it to the right pCTman from power! I don't want to :Son at the right place. If you're
democracy in Iraq; I would love too lazy to leave campus and go
just to see them have freedom to to the city hall and pfotest, that's
choose betw^n democracy or fun- your right, but cily bail is the one
damentalism or what ever they who supports the government, not
want! To die peace protesters,leave the commons. Think about your
the soldiers alone!!! We don't have actions and their repercussions.
i the choice to go or not, it's just our
R. Cs«:hy,.

DKEMim IHD • «TH
MONDAY - THURSOAY 9:00 AM - ZOO PM' /»
Friday 9:00 AM 400 PM

ORDERING
ONLINE
Start ordering your textbooks online on November Z5th. Online
orders will be available for pick-up & sHipout on Decmeber i6tli.
Order online and you can win up to $250.00 in FREE textbooks!
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,4^vember ]
Monday/ Nov. 11

Wednesday/ Nov. 13

Thursday, Nov. 14

"Studies in the Bible"
Student Union Board room
Sp.m. - 6p.m.
sponsored by:
Studies in the Dibit

Singer: Vony^ in
"Noontime Bands"
2 Tid<ets for Lion King will be
raffied for FREE!
Student Union Courtyard
I2noon - 1p.m.
sponsored by:
Student Union Program Board
x5943

ASI Activities Board Meeting
Student Union Board room
2p.m.-4p.m.
XS932

Tuesday, Nov. 12
ASI Board of Directors Meeting
Student Union Board room
12p.m. - 2p.m.
x5932

t

"The 7 Habits of
Highly Effective Christians"
Student Union University room
12:05p.m. - 12:45p.m.
sponsored by:
Cross Training
a Ministry of ARDM

•

Stress Management
Student Union
Adult Re-Entry Center
12noon - ip.m.
spon^red by:
^udent Union
>^uit Re-Enb-y Center
X5253

Black Wednesdays
Student Union Patio
1p.m. - 2p.m.
spon^red by;
African Student Alliance

Student Union Board of Directors
Meeting
Student Union Board room
lOa.m. - 12noon

Lubos Na Plllpino
General Mtgs.
Student Union Board room
6p.m. - 9p.m.

"The 7 Habits of
Highly Effective Christians"
Student Union University room
12:05p.m. - I2:45p.m.
sponsored by:
Cross Training
a Ministry of ARDM

Computers
AFFORDABLE LAPTOPS- I have several
fops in excellent condition perfect
for students, all have Floppy/CD-Kom/Modem. Price range from $350-$550.
Please call (909) 389-0406.

Govemment Job Fair
Student Union
Events Cemter A, B 8i C
4p.m. • 10p.m.

Salsa & Swing Club Dance
Meetings
HP 104
9p.m.

Friday, Nov. 15
Government Job Fair
Student Union
Events Cemter A, B & C
7a.m. - 4p.m.

Personals
Good work this quarter ASI Activities Board:
Juan, Laura, Zeke, Justin, Jenny, Claudia,
and Phillip.
To the Chronicle staff: You work longer hours
than anyone should be allowed but your
dedication is admirable. Thank you all.
Thanks to Linda Sand for all her hard work
and dedication, by far the most overlooked
member of the Chronicle family!
Wage Peace: We would like to thank ail those
people who participated in the rally. It was a
great success and always remember when a
dictator wants war WAGE PEACE.

lb

Sunday, Nov. 17

an event in tlie C^endar,
information to
room SU112, calx3942,
ore*n^to:
su9raphicsi9csusb.edu

Metro City Church Services
Student Union
Events Center B & C
8a.m. - 9p.m.

Monday, Nov. 18
"Studies in the Bible"
Student Union Board room
Sp.m. - 6p.m.
sponsored by:
Studies In the Bible

|S5.00 Discount
iGlorious Hair Salon
Specializing in African American Hair
a77W4rst
S.B.(Between Seirra Way &Mt View)
883-9000 for appointment, ask for Sharon
jTue-Friday 10-6 Sat 9-5

- ALL WORK 6UARANTEED-

Smog .3S..* ghji etnUKM (wnn coupon onVJ H« A. OIIOS. POLLUm-.

CompuMr OiagnoaCic A Cft.cli a/iolnaUg/K t4S .
MaiQf
.Mina,
Tuna-aos SO.MO mllaa; «0.e«0 mllaa; M.MO mUaa MAMTAIMAMCE AVAILABLE
AC
aaorlea
4 Haattng avaltabto. .
Cft.BB. S15 includ«» up to 6 Qt8 or 0*1 fiflor.
BRAKE SPECIAL $18.96 {por ml mo«* eart) (wKh coupon enr,^
TlM'NG BEL T fet.fP (piu* part* moat ca^a){vMn coupon only)

OIL

Tire rotatiorx/ eiocincal eervicea/ tranamisston aeivicea/ clutch/

student & Teachers rece/ve 1S% off labor charges.

Stata/ County Employaaa and Sanier Cllizana raealva 14% off labor ehargaa.

1.

Con.pi.a..nl.ry snwio. It .vwl^a
(Upon maton.b.. dkoimo.) or wbT.iv lOon.
from AM Ranek Warka.)

TOWMO
Car
(W. ar. MoMod Ootwoon Stefttng A Vlowna

pgnp CHEVY KOND* TOYOTA NISSA*. MITSUBISHI ACUR* Simi.PII vmi SWAOON .IFBP SATURN

vSUBUJflV"
FREE

Jobs
*MOVIE EXTRAS - $100-$400/day. All looks
needed. No Experience Required. TV, Music,
Videos, Film, Print. Call Digital Exposure @
1-800-260-3949 x3505.

Prepand Courtesy of
Student Ut^ Graphic Alts

SOUTH WESTERN MOTORS

6-jnch Sub

COMPLETE ENQiNg • TRANSMISSICW • RADIATORS
& AIR CONOITKM SERVICE
Svfwing the inland
En^Sioca 1957

PH (909) 889-9S39
791 N. Mt VamonAva.

Boy ana 6" Sab

San Bamardlno. CA 82411

Get alQ% discount W/ Student ID

Arrowhead Beigel Company
Positions available: morning
ana afternoon
Corner of University ana
Kenaail in the Sav-On shopping
center
909-887-4855

A a Larga Dfbik and fiat •

Seeend 6" Srti of E<iual« Laaaer Velee Fraa
L~.

aagaraMMnnr. NMaKUMkaavMlwrMM,
l^lMalniMi.ariy Iwlwl#.tinliaafwaw*.

fabway taadwiciui.
4184N.«anaWiy
|
SanBaraardiaaCAaMe? «

(Mt) tMrUAS

One delicious way
to save money "
$1.00 or

Any Desular
^
« iiicH sut* A drlnK <w*Ua SMo

S2.99 launch Com
l>ELAAVS SUB SI^R
13S7 Kendall Dr.

8S0-I60S

m m

2O%0fF
974 W. KtndaU/lvc. Suite fi
C909) 881-9777
must present ad to be valid
$10 maximum discount
expires 1/1/03

I

Paid Advertorial

f .earn. Grow—.Join a Committee

ASI Board Student Representatives

•Tacqueline Sutton

Rillv Cross
Education
Tues. 2-4 p.m.

ASI Advertorial

The mission ofASI is to serve students.

November 25, 2002

Social <& Behavioral
Sciences

Tues. 2-4 p.m.

Rvan Jovce
Students At-Large
Thurs. 12-2 p.m.

Joe Hernandez
Students At-Large
Thurs. 12-2 p.m.

Students have the oppor
tunity to make a significant
impact in many areas of the
iiniversitv and their edu
cational experience hv joining
committees on camnus.
Several open seats are
available on campus-wide
committees, and those
vacancies must he filled
immediatelv.
r.ontact Manuel Cardoza at
(9091 880-5932 to sign un on
a committee, or for more
information.
Visit the ASI offices in SU144 between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

Mondav through Friday.

The following committees
must be filled immediatelv.
CAcademic Computing and
Media
CChildren's Center
CCommunity-University
Partnerships Service
Learning Advisory Board
CCurriculum
CDistributed Learning Steering
CEnergy Conservation
CInternational Student Annex
Advisory
CNon-Academic Grievance
COutstanding Graduate
'Student Aid
Technology Advisory

wishes allstudents
Hajira Rahim
Natural Sciences
Mon. 3:30-5:30 p.m.
Vanessa SejJiira

Mario Valenzuela
Arts & Letters
Mon. 3-5 p.m.

Galen Stocking:
Graduate Students
Tues. 10 a.m.-12 p.m.

a very happy

David Clark
Tues. 24 p.m.,
Uiurs. 12-2 p.m.

(not nicturcd) Undeclared T^cs. 2-3 P.m. e-mail not available
Ashley Schwenk (not pictured) Housing

Call (909) 880-5936 for referrals, or
visit ASI Suite SU-144A.

COVOTE BOOKSTORE
PRESENTS

aiSTOHERAfTRECIATION

houdaVsaii

TUESDAY &

Are

DEC. 2ND-6TH, 2002

5% Off

'ONALLPICHASES
emiolto eseat prizes;

'EiittrrcBiroiASsrocnsi
•6E0E6Ef06EMM6(lllL
'CSU5B HOODEDStoTSBT

•EXCEPT TEXTBOOKS. COMPUTER SUPPUES. HARDWARE.
SOrrWARE A MAHAZINKS. CANNOT HE
ANV nTHF.R DISCOUNTS. NOT APPLICABLE ON SALE ITEMS.

Now offering Delivery to CSUSB
After 6:00 p.m. • Dine in only
Now offering Delivery to CSUSB Serrano Village.,

limit one Pizza per l.E>. r Specialty Pizzas Excluoed

o\J
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-•Gaines cont. from
page 3
won't stop things in the middle of
taping and say, 'No, that's not how
you
do
it.'"
Over the years game shows
have continued to be a staple in
television programming, evolving
from the classic staged, traditional
studio-taped shows like the Price is
Right to the "reality" and boundarystretching shows like Fear Factor.
It's all fun and games and
ultimately entertainment - even the
shows that push the limits, said the
communications
major.
So, how to win big like North's

--flU Seeing Eye
from Page 13
boobs sat down and said, "Let's
utilize the symbol of a 'shadowy
network that is difficult to identify
and define' " for our logo. An
organization that not only already
F enrages a small segment of the
population but which has,
presumably, ties among three other
"shadowy" groups such as the
Freemasons, the Order of Jesuits
and a radical Islamic sect (founded
in what is now modern day
Afghanistan no less!) And, on top
of all of this, to give it the acronym
"I.A.O." was a stroke of genius - why not [get] it into some of the
^ basics of Aleister Crowley's
mysticism to just cap off what was
already a splendid peace of work."

I know most people won't
understand all those eclectic
references, however there are some
sorry souls who do, and it must be
hard to be them right now. Beware;
the government's version of the all
seeing eye might happen to glance
on you.
-

.'Episode 11
from Page 14
And kill him off, by an apprentice
of all things. So what does this
author do? He purchases the video,
to keep the collection intact.
Allow me to introduce "Epi
sode II—Attack of the Clones."
Anakin might look all grown up,
but he's a bigger crybaby than
before. We see more of Samuel L.,
but it still doesn't work. 1 didn't
think acting could be any worse
than what we witnessed in part one,
but part two proved me wrong. Is
there a chance of digging up Sir
Alec Guinness to reprise the role
of Obi-Wan? I know he's dead, but
his performance has got to be bet
ter than "Sir" Bwan's.
At least we get to see the origins
of Boba Fett. Admittedly, it was
great and his dad sure knew how to
kick butt. It's a shame they killed
him off, too. Perhaps the most frus
trating thing to watch was the idi
ocy of the end battle. Droids get
ting creamed left and right, but the
clones can't be touched. Isn't that
why they were created in the first
place, to get blown up?
I have to offer a sincere and

Our services Include:
Birth control
Emergency contraception
STD testing & treatment
Male services
Pregnancy testing & options
Abortion (surgical and pill)
Education
For the medical center nearest you.

call I.B00.230.PLAN

or visit www.plannedparenthoodOSBC.org

Planned Parenthood"

Orange and San Bernardino Counties

humble apology to a very fine
actdor, Christopher Lee (Lord
Duku). Movie buffs like myself
might recognize him as the guy
who played Dracula about 100
times during the'70s. However, in
the year 2(X)1, one might speculate
that a 90-year-old man might have
better things to do than swing a light
saber around while a computergenerated puppet bounces around
off walls. No kids, that duel was
not very good. It was barely laugh
able.
Perhaps the most horrible atroc
ity they could have done was
change the name of the original
masterpiece to "Episode IV—A
New Hope." Yuck. Is it wise to re
mind future generations that these
five movies are related? It might
corrupt the mindsof promising film
students.
So what did this author do? He
purchased Part II, to keep the col
lection intact. And I"1 probably buy
Part III. I'm hopsing to see if they
explain why the Klingons altered
their appearance. Hell, it doesn't
look loike "Star Trek" will, and it
might make for a better movie.

Wina cant, from
page 7
answer is: How did the code work?
Each letter in the English alphabet
was represented by an English
word, which started with that letter.
Example: The letter "A" was
represented by the word Ant, wolla-che in the Navajo language.
(Refer to Fast Facts Box),

Thayer continued from page 10
and www.mp3.com. At those sites you can access songs, photos,
biographies, and tour dates.
Chris Thayer's music is honest, sincere and just plain good. If
you are sick of hearing whatever America is playing on the stations, get
into the live music scene and check out the Chris Thayer Band, there will
be no disappointments.

liiiricli Spanisli and Earn
Teaching Credential in Mexico
Earn a Multiple Suited Teaching Credential
12 months in Mexico & San Diego. CA

Student Teach in Mexican Schools!
Earn a CLAD/BCIAD!
Up to 1/3 of Costs Covered by Program!
Additional Financial Aid Available!
Program Dates:
June 2003 - July 2004
Application Deadline:
March 15, 2003
Contact:
Dr. Nena Torrez
ntorrez@csusb.edu
(909) 880-7321 or 886-5517
^vw.gaicway.calstau-.cdu/csuicnct/lHl ad

laHI
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Cross-Country places 12th at Regional
By Corinne Jamieson

Stajf Writer

CSUSB's women's cross
country team finished 12* out of 23
teams at the NCAA Division II
West Regional Cross Country
championship in Fresno on Nov. 9*.
During their last race of the
season, the Coyotes were led by top

runner Tanya Zeferjahn, who
placed 14* in a field of 131 run
ners, just 1:24 out of first place.
Zeferjahn's time of 22:51 in
the 6,000-meter course earned her
All-West Region honors.
Hannah Knight was the second
Coyote ninner to cross the finish
line at 23:13, placing 27*.
This was Knight's last season
on the women's cross-country

team. She will be graduating this
year.
Freshman Esmeralda Garcia
rounded out the top three for
CSUSB finishing 96*.
Garcia was followed closely
by teammates Candice Palmer, who
placed 97*, and Ruth Barron, who
came in 99*.
UC Davis' team won the meet
with 86 points. California Colle

giate Athletic Assoication cham
pion Chico State came in second
place, and UC San Diego clinched
third, just 40 points behind UC
Davis.
On the individual level, Cal
State L.A.'s top runner, 30-year-old
freshman, Annmarie Housen came
out on top with a time of 21:27.
Overall, Coach Tom Burleson
was very pleased with the women's

performance.
"We did very, very well," he
said."
We ran the best regional cham
pionship meet of any team in the
history of the program today."
As for next year. Coach
Burleson says, "As long as people
stay healthy and we get a few more
kids in the program, we'll be really
good."

Volleyball reaps awards from stellar play
By Tony Evans

Assistant Sports Editor
Three Cal State, San Bernar
dino women's volleyball players
earned all league honors last week.
Junior Kim Ford was named
player of the year, while junior
Kim Morohunfola joined Ford on
the first team, and freshman
Cristen Trent was voted to the sec
ond team.
Coach Kim Cherniss was

named the CCAA coach of the
year for the second straight season.
She led the Coyotes to a 28-2 mark
overall and 20-2 in CCAA play.
Ford, a junior outside hitter
from Etiwanda High School
(Rancho Cucamonga), was narned
the CCAA women's volleyball
player of the year.
Ford finished the 2002 season
averaging a league leading 4.7
kills ^er game and was fifth in
league in digs per game at 3.61.

She added 70 blocks and 30 aces.
This follows up last season's
phenomenal All-American perfor
mance.
Morohunfola, an Upland High
graduate, was voted to the first
team for the second year in a row.
At middle blocker, Morohunfola
utilized her height to turn down
1.29 balls per game and hammered
3.38 kills per game and served up
29 aces.
- ^
She was also an All-American

selection last year.
Freshman Cristen Trent, of
Liberty High School in Bakersfield, carried on the tradition of
setters at Cal State.
She averaged 11.36 assists,
1.9 digs, and .52 blocks while put
ting 34 aces down for the Coyotes.
Other outstanding players for
the team, were Kristen Soliz and
Erika Williams, but were surpris
ingly left off the All-CCAA bal
lot.

CCAA Player and Coach of
the Year:
Head Coach Kim
Cherniss:
She has turned the
volleyball program
into a Regional contender and has over
200 wins in her 12 seaons.
Junior Kim Ford:
She was aAlI-American m'
2001 and All-American
numbers is what she has
put up in 2002. Not mention. Ford is a
vital elment to her team.

Soccer athletes honGal State, San Bernardino
junior midfielderr
Humphries was named to the
All-CCAA first team : in
women's soccer this week.
Hump

By Tony Evans

Assistant Sports Editor
Cal State, San Bernardino
junior
forward
Johnp^
Rk^jardson was namedto die first
team All-CCAA this week.
Richardson, an Alta Loma
High School soccer star, led the
Coyotes with 27 points from 11
goals and five assists.
He scored game winning
goals in fliree matches this ycM'.
He led the CCAA in shots atttanpted with 74 in 19 games, and
scored two goals with an assist in
the final game vs. Cal Poly

.Is and-

Kermit R. Boyd/CSUSB
STELLAR SEASON: Junior
Johnny Richardson earned first
team All-CCAA because of his
stellar play in the 2002 season.

Pomona.
Sqphomoies Jason Koza and
Steele were given second
Imnors for the All-CCAA
team as well.
Koza nailed seven goals and
added seven assists for 21 points.
•He was second in points for the
team and capped the year with a
dual goal, dual assist final game.
= Steele finished the year with
five goals and a pair of assists for
12 points.
He hit the game winner in
three matches this year. Both
Robert Whiiehead/CSUSB
Steele and Koza received honor
SUPER SEASON: Junior
able mention All-CCAA in 2001
midfielder
Kayla.Humphries was
anddieirpeformanc^in2002has
honored
by
the CCAA with a first
allowed them to grace the CCAA \
team
selection
on the All-CCAA
All-second team.
Conference
team.
More impor
With all three players likely
tantly,
Humphries
also
helped her
to return next season the "Votes
team
finish
the
season
on
a strong
will make lots of noise in the
note.
CCAA conference.

•mark wtfi^apif ^ists giving
her 24 points on the year.
She scored game winning
goals in two matches this sea
son helping the Lady Coyotes
onto an 8-8-4 iword this seas(m.
This is her second AllCCAA honor as she notched a
second team placing last year.
Jimior midfielder Natasha
Araujo was named to the All- ^
CCAA second team.
The Ramona High School
(Riverside) graduate earned 10
points on four goals and two
sists.
Sophomores
Amber
Cappello and Michelle Lopez
earned All-CCAA honorable
mention for 2002. Cappello, of
Bonita High (La Veme) led the
team in assists with nine and had
one goal giving her 11 points.
This puts her career totals at 13
assists and three goals for Cal
State.
Lopez was the team's sec
ond leading scorer with 17
points, in two years she has ac
cumulated 33 points on 14 goak
and five assists.
Next season, women soccer
will bea force to reckoned with
in the CCAA and showed their
potential late in the season
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Women's basketball cleared to perform well
By Tony Evans
Assistant Sports Editor

After an injury-plagued 200102 season the Cal State, San Ber
nardino women's basketball team
looks to improve from an already
impressive past two seasons. From
the outside it looked as though last
year was a success for the women's
team, but they feel it could have
been much better.
Looking forward Coach Kevin
Becker hopes to keep this year'steam healthy. With six returning
players and a host of newcomers,
learning to play together could be
a bit of a challenge.
The teams most experience
comes at the shooting guard/wing
position. Four returnees in junior
Leiliani Tirona, seniors Trisha
Raniewicz, Angela Garrett, and
Michelle Mendelson will bid for
two starting positions. Raniewicz
averaged 7.8 points, and was an
86.5% free throw shooter last year.
Tirona averaged 6.2 points and 1.6
rebounds, Garrett was frequently in

the mix averaging 6.9 points and
close to 3 boards a game, and
Mendelson put 5 points, 2.7 boards,
and more than a pair of assists down
each game.
Transfer Melanie Bouchard
may be the best pure shooter on the
squad and will fill in at the shoot
ing guard position.
While Loma Clemmons, a jun
ior transfer from LA Trade Tech and
Angela Cannady, a redshirt fresh
man from Ontario will also see time
on the court.
Back from knee surgery and
working hard to regain old form,
Shannon Smith looks to lead the
ball down the planks. With a sup
porting guard in the likes of
Amanda Fitzgerald who picked up
for Smith last year and averaged 2.8
points and had 45 assists on the sea
son for the Coyotes, this position
looks solid. Though insurance is
always important, Senior Doveal
Goins will add needed depth at
point guard.
Kenya Salas, a 5'10" forward
returns for her senior season and
will battle junior Kamesha Bell for

a starting forward spot. Bell is a
transfer from West LA Community
College. The forward position will
be supported with the efforts of
Jeanae Esteves (2002 League MVP
from Etiwanda High School in
Rancho Cucamonga) and Hannah
Low (5'10" senior from University
of Tennessee). Low was a two-sport
athlete in Tennessee, splitting time
between softball and basketball.
Center is the one spot that
Coach Becker is a little apprehen
sive about. 6'2" sophomore Se
quoia Williams from Barstow High
and 6'1" junior Marion Laird will
both see plenty of time in the paint.
This is the position that can make
or break games. For their team's
success, these two talented players
must step up their game and back
opponents out of the paint.
The team went 14-13 last year
and a 10-12 clip in league. They
hope to improve on that mark this
season. But tough opponents lurk
in every comer. They open league
play on December 7'^ against de
fending national champion Cal
Poly Pomona.

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB
PRIMED AND READY: This years' squad looks like a team to be
reckoned with in the CCAA.

Regional champs sporting new look
L la^t
Staff Writer

9C0J.q
'J^HmPlQUS
^ ; '

fc2uoy.oi

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB
THE CORE; (Left to Right) Junior Dumas Martin, Senior Lance Ray,
Senior Bobby Burries, and Senior Jonathan Florence are the only
returners for the 2002-03 squad, and hope their leadership along with
new head coach Jeff Oliver, can maintain the success gained in the
2001-02 season.

The Los Angeles Lakers and
the Los Angeles Clippers have
given southern California basket
ball fans a poor start with dieir sea
sons.However, the Cal State San
Bernardino Coyotes men's basket
ball team tumed heads on Novem
ber 8 defeated Cal State Long
Beach 61-53. This.was an impres
sive win that could set the pace for
what is to come for thejeam this
season.
The Coyotes, a Division II
team, defeated a team from a higher
division (Division I), and surprised
their former coach Larry Reynolds
who led the team to the playoffs in
each of the past five seasons (3
CCAA titles and 2 Western Region
titles).
The Coyote men's basketball
team will have a new look in their
season opener on Saturday, No
vember 23, 2002 against Montana
State.
The 'Votes have four players
retuming from last season (Bobby
Burries, Lance Ray, Dumas Mar
tin and Jon Florence). As well, they
are under the leadership of new
head coach Jeff Oliver who was the

Some of the marquee changes
for the team will be the new point
guard Te'Ron Reed (who surprised
CSULB with 6 points, 5 rebounds,
5 assists, and 4 steals), and Jonathan
Levy (who scored 14 points against
CSULB last week and averaged
13.8 ppg and 5.6 rpg last season).
Saturday's game against Mon
tana State was close but gave the
'Votes their first loss of the-season
in a score of 61-60.
Montana State hosted the con
tested, and 35 game home-winning
streak alive. The streak is the sec
ond longest in Division II.
However, the Coyotes de
feated Montana State twice last sea
son. The first win came in Decem
ber with a 111-65 smashing handed
down by the Votes.
The last meetings of these two
teams were in the CCAA playoffs
in which the Coyotes (once again)
sent Montana State home with their
heads down. The heartache of this
loss wass probably still in their
minds, and they had an opportunity
to redeem themselves and did so.
Let's just hope that the newschool Coyotes can defeat Cal Poly
Pomona in their gym(with a few
old-school moves).

.

LC^s to Success

Pacing the Sideline
Head Coach Jeff
Oliver:
This is Cdacfr
Oliver's first sea?;
son as head coach.';:
However, Coach.
Oliver does have two very impor
tant elranents that contributed to
the 2001-02 success. All-American Bobby Burries and sharp- ,
shooter Lance Ray.

First and Last Option
Senior
Bobby
Burries:
An All-American:
last
season,
Burries will be
Called upon more
often (a lot more) this season. In
essence, his shoulders will be bur^
dened with asipirations of reapting
the 2001-02 success.

3-D
Senior Lance Ray:
Another senior
from last year's magnificent
twelve, is a sharp
shooter Lance Ray
who will bring leadership and ex
perience to a team in need of veterMi guidance.

Men'sAVomen 2002-03 Basketball Schedule: Home Games
Nortliwest
Men's Non-Conference
Home Games

Cal Poly Pomona Dec.21
Sheraton-Coyote Holiday
Classic
Dec.28-29

Women's Non-Conference
Home Games

Hope International Nov. 29
CaiPoIy
Pomona

Dec. 14

Dec. 18
^
.
Dominican
University

San Francisco St. Jan. 24
Dec. 20

Men's/Women CCAA
Home Games
Cal State L.A.

Cal State Doming;ues
Hills
Jan. 4

Jan. 3

Sonoma State

Jan. 25

Cal St. Stanislaus Jan. 31

Chico State

Feb. 14

UC Davis

Feb. 15

Grand Canyon

Feb. 21

UC San Diego

Feb. 22

CalSt BakersfieldFeb. I

\
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CSUSB defeated 3-1 by determined BYU-Hawaii

^

Robert Whiiehead/CSUSB

ON THE PROWL; All-American Kim Ford played well, recording

nine kills, 20 digs, and three blocks in the loss.

,

Game-by-Game ^
Breadown
of Pacific Regional
(Thurs.-Fri.)

.Western
ngton Western (November21,2002)
' The Vikings were highly faI vored, but lost the lead three
times in the pivotal fourth game
that allowed Cai State L.A. to
i come back and win the fifth
I game 15-12.
: DC San Diego vs. Chaniinade
(November 21,2002)
I i The Tritons performance of
; dieChaminadeSilverswordswas
5 anything short of dominance
f wiimmg the sets 30-19, 30-23,
59:17, re^ctively.

v^; CSUSB
(November 22,2002)
;
Lady Yotes were able to
feat the UC San Diego Tritobs
three games to one.
The Lady Votes dominated
die first game 30-20, jumping td=
back.

"

BVU Hawaii Vs. Cal State t
L.A. (November 22,2002)
Cinderella team Cal State
L.A. lost three games to none to
BYU Hawaii, 30-24,30-20, ^d;
30-17 respectively.
;
An-Touriiainent Team
Yu Chan Weng BYU-Hawtut
Chun Yi Lin
BYU-Hawaii
Kaala Lo :
BYU-Hawaii
Klni
CSDSB
Morohniifola
Cristen Trent
CSDSB
Bonnie Wilson
UCSD

lead in the first game. The
Lady Votes would rally to pull
within five 23-18, but could pull no
closer.
Behind the emotion and stel
lar play of All-American junior
middle blocker Kim Morohunfola
(16 kills and five blocks in the
game) and company, the Lady
Votes finally played like the team
that won 29 games this season in
game two. With the score 29-21 in
favor of CSUSB, Coussoulis fans
rose to their feet and gave the Lady
Votes a standing ovation as they
won the second game 30-21.
"We didn't jelax-after we beat
San Diego, I thought were fired up
for this game." said Morohunfola.
Momentum seemed to be on
the Lady Votes going into game
three, but BYUHawaii showed everyone why
they were won 24 games entering
the matchup between them and
CSUSB by jumping out to 25-16
le^

cific Regional Championship.
Coach Chemiss had a differ
ent assessment of the game. "It
came down to intangibles such as
blocking, passing, and setting up
our outside hitters."
" We played poorly and BYUHawaii played well. Our passing
broke down, our outside hitters
weren't able to attack, we became
too predictable."
Despite the loss, All-American
Kim Ford finished with nine kills
and 20 digs plus three blocks.
Libero Erika Williams played a
solid game finishing with 19 digs
and freshmen sensation Kristen
Trent had 44 assists.
"One of the hardest things to
do is win the Pacific Region title,"
said Chemiss. "This region has four
of the top 10 teams in the country
and only one can go to the nation
als.
The Lady Votes played with a
lot of spirit and heart, but couldn't

panic mode in the fourth game af
ter being down 2-1 games to one
and trailing 25-16 in the fourth.
Outside Hitter Bridget Harris who
finished with nine kills and 10 digs
said, "We didn't panic as a team,
we were composed."
The fourth game was much
like the third game was much of the
same with the Lady Votes having a
hard time setting up their outside
hitters and BYU-Hawaii attacking
early and never letting up. The
Lady Votes managed to rally within
one, but some costly errors gave
BYU-Hawaii the win and the Pa

Yu Chuan Weng and her 20 kills
and 13 digs.
BVU -Hawaii's victory will
ship the Seasiders to the NCAA
championship on Dec. 5-7 at a site
to be determined and place them in
a position to win a second Division
II crown
Kim Chemiss and her team can
keep their heads held up high be
cause the entire team will be back
and will look for revenge. "Our
goal for next year will remain the
same, to contend for a conference
championship and win the re
gional."

From school work to the marathon
CSUSB s Robert
Marino completed the
City Marathon in 6
hours and 10 minutes.
By John D. Halcon

Special to Chronicle
If you were to ask Robert
Marino, a current graduate student
at Cal State San Bernardino, if he
valued the sport of running, chances
are he will give you a before and
after answer.
"1 never ran in high school or
in college," said Marino who will
finish his MBA program in June
2003. "I hated running, but I ad
mired those people who did mn."
However, after completing a
work assignment from his Manage
ment 601 course, Marino changed
his outlook for the sport of running.
"It was a motivational assign
ment where our instmctor [Profes
sor Elisabeth Ryland] had us list

100 things we would like to accom able to transform his body into a
plish before we die," said Marino. running machine geared to take on
"And running a marathon was one a 26-mile course that passed
through cities
of those I listed."
such as Staten
Four months
Island, Queens
and several miles
and the Bronx.
later, Marino is
In addition,
no longer the per-.
why
would
son that admires
someone who
other people for
really hated to
mnning; he is the
run travel half
person being ad
way across the
mired.
United States to
After enter
do something he
ing a lottery pool,
has never done
Marino received
Courtesy of Robert Marino
before?
an email indicat
Robert Marino sports his new
"The chal
ing he was se
hardware
lenge," replied
lected to partici
pate in the 2003 New York City Marino.
Challenge or not, Marino got
Marathon.
what
he was looking for before,
"It was great," said Marino. "I
during
and after the grueling mara
got to see my name on the web
amongst the participants and I even thon.
"Mile 22 when the sun . went
got my bib number that day."
However, the question still re down, it got really cold, and spec
mained whether Marino would be tators went away," said Marino.

That was the toughest part of the
raee because the crowd is a runner's
source of energy and when they
leave, the race becomes longer."
After the race, Marino was ec
static when he crossed the finish
line, but his body was torn down
and his legs felt paiii he never felt
before,
"It was really painful after
wards," added Marino. "But if I can
do it, anyone can do it. 1 don't love
running, but the challenge itself is
what motivates me."
For Marino finishing the race
in 6 hours and 10 minutes wasn't
the most important part of the race,
it was the fact that he finished withi^-out quitting.
!
He set out to overcome his
'fears and he won the race that re
ally counted for him.
"The only person 1 compete
against is me," said Marino who
plans to run in next year's L.A.
Marathon. "Now, I'm going to take
it to the next level."

Tanya Zefeijahn
CCAA "Fresh
man of the Year
By Corinne Jamieson

St(^ Writer
Coyote's freshman Tanya
Zeferjahn was named the
California Collegiate Athletic
Association's "Freshman of
the Year" in women's cross
country last week.The CCAA honors
awarded to first-year,
fufltime freshman student atkletes.
, ,
Zeferjahn has'^been Cal i
Stye's top runner all season.
She has finished the year
strong, placing eight in the
CCAA championships and
14^ at the NCAA Divisten II
West Regional.
The business admi
tion major from Hesperia has
been setting recorders,.all?
record of 21".59 for the 6,
aneter, and herti
in the 5,000-met^
^fourth best in
tory.
"She's had an outstand^
ing year,
Burleso
school's history,'
NowZefeijal
history once again, becoming
the first CSUSB women's
runner to etun All-CCAA
honors and All-West Region
honors at the Division II
level.
"She is, without a doubt,
one of the finest athletes I've
ever coached," commented
Coach Burleson.
Zeferjahn will be rehir
ing next year.
"She will only get bet
ter," said Coach Burleson.
"She knows how to compete.
With her, nothing she does
surprise me..."

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB
TOP RUNNER; Freshman

Tanya Zeferjahn performed,
and out ran her opponents all
season. Zeferjahn also set a
new record in the 6,000
meters. For her 2002 feats, the
freshman was graced with the
CCAA "Freshman of the '
Year."

